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ABSTRACT
Dual control of one component signaling: Mechanistic and structural insights into EL222 active
states
by
Uthama Phani Rajyalakshmi Edupuganti
Advisor Name: Prof. Kevin Gardner
Photoreceptors play a crucial role in signal transduction as specialized proteins which sense light
as environmental stimuli and transduce the signal to control of downstream functions. Here we
focus our attention on one class of these proteins, the Light-Oxygen-Voltage (LOV) domain, which
is sensitive to blue light via an internally-bound flavin chromophore. Since their initial discovery in
plant phototropins, many details of their photochemistry, chromophore interactions, and use with
a diverse set of functional effectors have been described. However, several key details, especially
a comprehensive understanding of signaling mechanism and its regulation, still remain elusive
due in part to the challenges trying to characterize the highly dynamic active states of full-length
LOV proteins. Here, we focus on filling this gap in knowledge by determining the structures of
active states and investigating the dynamics of these EL222 LOV-Helix-Turn-Helix (HTH)
transcription factor as a test case. Upon illumination, photochemical changes at an internallybound FMN chromophore triggers intra- and inter-domain rearrangements leading to release of
the HTH domain from a dark-state inhibited state, allowing EL222 to dimerize and bind DNA.
Starting with a known dark state crystal structure and a data from a variety of biophysical
approaches, including EPR, NMR and HDX-MS, to model EL222 active states. Furthermore, we
probed into inherent dynamics of these systems using site-directed mutagenesis of intra- and
inter-protein interfacial residues to elucidate the importance of these sites in EL222 regulation.
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We also uncover an unexpected role of FMN occupancy in EL222 activity, providing a second
way to control DNA binding. Overall, in this study we present a light-activated light state structure
model and shed some light on the mechanistic insights into regulation by two different types of
stimuli. In addition, we provide information on the energetic importance of several key residues
in photosensing by this protein, with implications in engineering new optogenetic systems or finetuning these exciting systems.
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CHAPTER 1
Literature Review

1

Chapter One
Literature Review

1.1 Bacterial signal transduction
Living organisms are constantly exposed to wide ranges of environmental cues.
Prokaryotic and eukaryotic species react to these cues by undergoing a battery of phenotypic
responses, such as by altering their physiological and behavioral traits, to adapt and survive in
the changed environments (1, 2). As with animals and plants, bacteria have developed a
complex web of regulatory networks that can sense various environmental stimuli and adjust
their cellular behavior and/or metabolism in response to these signals (4, 5). Indeed, bacterial
signaling networks have been described that respond to a wide variety of stimuli including
nutrient deprivation, chemotaxis, sporulation, expressing virulence factors, symbiosis (3-7).
These signaling networks often regulate gene expression via one or two major types of
regulatory pathways that are named by the minimal numbers of proteins involved in them: twocomponent systems and one component systems.
1.1.2 Regulatory pathways of bacterial signal transduction
1.1.2.1 Two component systems
The most predominant process of regulating the cellular function in response to stimuli in
bacterial is the two-component system, where a signal from sensor domain triggers increased
autophosphorylation of a histidine kinase domain, leading to increased phosphorylation of a
downstream output domain which controls subsequent processes. These are further classified
into simple and hybrid two component systems, based the complexity of the subsequent signal
relay within the sensory protein itself. These complex systems usually operate as a dimeric
sensor module communicating with the cytoplasmic Histidine Kinase (HK) module that further
activates one or more Response Regulator (RR) proteins by phosphorylation to control the
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downstream processes. One particularly well-characterized classic example of such two
component systems is the E. coli EnvZ (Histidine Kinase)-OmpR (Response Regulator) pair,
which regulates the expression of outer membrane porin proteins OmpF and OmpC in response
to osmolality changes in the growth media (8-10). As with EnvZ-OmpR, the major output activity
of most two-component systems is control of gene expression activity (11).
In contrast to these complex two-component systems that are integral to the cellular
membrane, simpler versions operate in the cytoplasm with more minimal combinations of
sensor and HK domains. One such example of this arrangement, the EL346 protein from
Erythrobacter litoralis HTCC2594, is a particularly unique representative of the cytoplasmic HKs
with its monomeric arrangement of sensor and HK modules connected via DHpL
(Dimerization/Histidine phosphotransfer-Like) domain, in contrast to most other two-component
HKs that are stable dimers (12).
1.1.2.2 One component system
Contrary to the complexity of some two component systems, one component signal
transduction proteins are simpler combinations of sensor and effector domains in a single
polypeptide chain, eliminating the multiprotein phosphorelays that are present in two component
systems. Although ligand-dependent transcriptional activators and repressors are sometimes
not traditionally classified as one component systems, they contain similar arrangements of
ligand binding domain that acts as a sensor module and a DNA-binding domain that bind DNA
to regulate gene expression. Indeed, the vast majority (84%) of one component systems
regulate gene expression, while the rest control enzymatic output domains through cyclic
nucleotides and protein phosphorylation (13). Analogously on the input side, virtually all one
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component systems (93%) are triggered by diverse small molecules; the rest are regulated by
enzymatic and cofactor inputs (13).

Bacterial Signal transduction
Environmental Cues
Sensors

Gases
PAS

Effectors

GerE

Light

Small molecules

LOV

GAF

HTH

HD

Metal ions

CHASE

CACHE

GGDEF

Ligands
NIT

EAL

Signal transduction pathways

Functional response

Fig 1.1: Overview of bacterial signal transduction. The dotted red boxes highlight the
domains and signaling systems most relevant to the current study.

1.2 Input and output modules of signaling proteins
The input domain senses signal from environment and transduces such signals to output
effector domains which execute the appropriate response. Input domains can be localized either
in integral membrane or periplasmic modules (for external signals) or in the cytoplasm (for
internal signals) (13). Notable exceptions for this arrangement are diffusible signals like light or
gases that can be sensed by all classes of sensor described above.
One of the most common sensor units are PAS (Per-Arnt-Sim) domains that are found
across all kingdoms of life and have been clearly documented to sense diverse signals like
gases, light, metals, and small molecules as well as fatty acids (14-17). Light-Oxygen-Voltage
(LOV) domains are a particularly relevant subset of PAS domains for this work, as noted below.
All LOV domains bind flavin cofactors which sensitize them to changes in blue light illumination
4

and redox (18-20). PAS domains are generally coupled to C-terminal effector domains,
including signal transduction (HTH) or output domains (HK) among many others (21). We note
that there are exceptions to this general arrangement with N-terminal effectors in front of sensor
domains, such as RGS-LOV (Regulator of G-protein signaling Light-Oxygen-Voltage) and
bHLH-LOV aureochrome proteins (22, 23).
1.2.1 PAS Domains
PAS domains were initially identified in three eukaryotic transcription factors (Per (Period
Circadian Protein)-Arnt (Aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator protein)-Sim (Singleminded protein)) as a semi-conserved motif of ~100 amino acids (15, 24, 25). Subsequent
analyses showed them to be very widely distributed in tens of thousands of proteins more
generally, with the vast majority in eubacteria (84%), with the remainder in eukarya (12%) and
archaea (4%) (26). While PAS domains have fairly low sequence conservation (<20%), X-ray
and NMR structures of a number of PAS domains share a common tertiary structure including a
5 strands of anti-parallel b sheet flanked to one side by several helices in varying lengths (Fig.
1.2) (27). PAS domains can sense the signal directly by binding small molecules like p-coumaric
acid, pyrazine, aromatic hydrocarbons, fatty acids and carbohydrates as seen in some of the
well characterized PAS domains such as Halorhodospira halophila PYP (Fig1.2a), V. cholerae
VqmA, Pseudomonas putida TodS (Fig 1.2b), Cronobacter turicensis RpfR, and Cellvibrio
japonicus AbfS, respectively (15, 17, 28-30). A variation of this direct sensing where the ligand
binds in both cleft and surface is seen WalKR (peptidoglycan synthesis regulator) from S.
aureus (16). These domains also operate by sensing secondary signal after binding to
embedded cofactors as observed in N. crassa VIVID (FAD), B. subtilis YtvA, Avena sativa
phototropin LOV2 (FMN), B. japonicum FixL (heme), E. coli Aer / Pseudomonas aeruginosa
Aer2 (Fig 1.2c) (Heme), and Azotobacter vinelandii NifL (FAD) (Fig 1.2d) (7, 20, 31-35). Most
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PAS domains are dimeric, using hydrophobic surfaces on the external face of the β-sheet as a
dimerization interface (with or without adjoining helices).

Fig 1.2: Examples of PAS domains structures and models. PAS monomer structures
with the β-sheets highlighted in red, adjacent helices in teal and loops in magenta. The
monomer units show bound cofactors and/or ligands represented as spheres and color
coded—a. PYP (p-coumaric acid), b. TodS (Toluene), c. Aer2 (Heme) and d. NifL (FAD).

1.2.2 LOV domains
As noted above, Light-Oxygen-Voltage (LOV) domains are a sub-class of PAS domains,
using a conserved pocket within the domain to bind flavins to sense light. These light sensing
modules were first identified and characterized in plant phototropins, a group of light-activated
serine/threonine kinases which control phototropism, stomatal opening, and other responses to
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blue light (36, 37). Since their discovery, many similar systems have been identified and
characterized across all kingdoms of life, including N. crassa VIVID (FAD) and B. subtilis YtvA.
These domains all share the PAS domain α/β fold and sense blue light or redox state as
environmental cues to control various downstream signaling through diverse effector domains.
The photochemistry of these domains is well studied, where sensing blue light leads to
the reduction of the flavin chromophore and the concomitant formation of a new covalent bond
between a conserved cysteine residue of the protein and the C4(a) position of the flavin (Fig
1.3a). On a molecular level, such signaling triggers intra- and inter-domain rearrangements of
a.

Protein
Protein

Protein

Crosson and Moffat et al. PNAS 2001

b.

d.

c.

Fig 1.3: FMN photochemistry and domain rearrangements. a. Schematic representation
of LOV photochemistry where FMN is non covalently bound in dark and forms covalent
adduct between C(4a) of FMN and conserved cysteine residue though a highly reactive
triplet-state flavin. b-d represent domain rearrangements in response to light; where b
represents effector release, c represents oligomerization and d shows oligomer
reorganization.
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sensor and effector domain to exert control over downstream enzymatic and non-enzymatic
processes. Based on these sensor and effector domain interactions, such domain
rearrangements can be broadly grouped into three categories: release of inhibitory interactions
on the effector, change in oligomerization state, and rearrangement of pre-formed (often
dimeric) assemblies (Fig 1.3b-d). Similar rearrangements are true for chemical reduction of the
flavin chromophore without bond formation, presumably through their shared protonation of the
N5 position (38, 39).
Structural studies show that LOV domains often dimerize, adopting parallel (40) and
antiparallel (32) arrangements based on their relative orientation with respect to each other (Fig
1.4). These LOV domains are often flanked by adjoining helices on their N-terminal (A’α) and C-

Fig 1.4: Examples of LOV dimer and interface arrangements. Parallel LOV domains—
Aureochrome1a LOV in blue, VIVID in yellow, YtvA in green showing the interface dimer
arrangements and anti-parallel LOV domain—LOV1 phototropin2.
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terminal (Jα) sides, which often are involved in stimulus-triggered structural changes and/or
LOV/LOV dimerization. Additional flanking elements adjacent to the LOV domain can
participate in these processes and are generally referred to as “N-cap” (N-terminal) or “C-cap”
(C-terminal) elements.
These interface arrangements involve N-cap as in Vivid, exposed β-sheet and Jα coilcoil interface as in YtvA, and complex interactions involving both N and C-cap elements with βsheet and LOV core as in Auroechrome1a (22) (Fig 1.4). A closer look at similar arrangements
of N- and C-cap in monomers revealed variability in their relative orientation with each other but
protecting the β-sheet core was common among them (Fig 1.5). Taken together, similar
photochemistry triggers different domain rearrangements in different proteins, and interfaces

Fig 1.5: Overlay of three monomeric LOV domains. All LOV domains are aligned on top
of each other, superimposed in grey and the effector regions (N- and C-cap) interacting with
β-sheet surface are highlighted in color for each protein; EL346 in pink, AsLOV2 in green
and EL222 in blue.
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among these LOV systems (20) and play role in propagating the signal to the downstream
effector domains (31, 41).
1.2.3. Effector domains:
PAS/LOV domains are connected to their effector (output) domains via linkers. These
linker segments are usually short (20-40 amino acids) and less conserved than either the
PAS/LOV sensor or the effectors (42). In contrast to the structurally-conserved PAS domain, the
effector domains are structurally diverse, providing the necessary diversity to effectively carry
out a broad slate of cellular functions. Well known examples for effector domain includes
histidine kinases, serine/threonine kinases in plants, cGMP phosphodiesterases in Gram
negative bacteria, and transcription factors in N. crassa and E. coli (Fig 1.6) where they
effectively transfer the signal directly or indirectly through associate domains to control the
cellular processes (19, 39, 43-48).

Fig 1.6: Example of output/effector domain binding to DNA. The C-terminal HTH
domain of NarL bound to DNA shown in grey is an example of output domain associated
with the N-terminal sensor domain.
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Of these diverse functional outputs, many of them are involved directly or indirectly in
regulation of gene expression. Although this trend exists in both one and two component
systems, the simpler one component systems often function as transcription factors to directly
modulate the functional output. Here, we discuss such examples of one component system
transcription factors that are known and well characterized.

1.3 One-component transcription factors
1.3.1 TetR: Non-PAS transcription factor
A well-studied one component system transcription factor is TetR (Tetracycline
resistance), initially identified as a regulator for antibiotic efflux pumps which confer resistance
to tetracycline antibiotics (37). TetR family regulators consist of a N-terminal DNA binding
domain and larger C-terminal domain that interacts with one or multiple ligands to control the
DNA binding domain (Fig 1.7, right). TetR plays a broad physiological role, controlling genes
involved in metabolism, antibiotic production, quorum sensing, and other traits of prokaryotic
physiology. In many TFRs (TetR Family of Regulators), the first three alpha helices compose a
HTH-type DNA binding domain, while helices 4-9 bind to variety of ligands that includes
antibiotics, cell-cell signaling molecules, carbon sources, proteins, fatty acids as well as metal
ions (49).
1.3.2 VqmA: PAS transcription factor
VqmA is a quorum-sensing receptor-transcription factor of Vibrio cholerae that binds to
quorum sensing autoinducer 3,5-dimethylpyrazin-2-ol (DPO) and activates the expression of
VqmR, a regulatory RNA that controls a 17-gene downstream regulon (50). Structural analysis
showed that VqmA consists of ligand binding N-terminal PAS domain and a DNA-binding C
terminal HTH domain (Fig 1.7, left) (50). This dimeric protein functions by forming an
intermolecular disulfide bridge in response to ligand binding. Studies have shown that VqmA as
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a processing hub that senses oxygen, bile salt, and redox status and alters the VqmA-DNA
binding activity to appropriately modulate V. cholerae virulence (51).

Fig 1.7: Examples of one component transcription factors. VqmA in purple and TetR in
orange.

1.3.3 EL222: LOV-transcription factors
EL222 is a transcription factor from the Erythrobacter litoralis HTCC2594 marine
bacterium, and adopts a monomeric structure composed of a LOV domain connected to HTH
domain via a Jα linker. In the dark state crystal structure, the LOV domain shows a conserved
α/β fold with FMN ligand non-covalently bound in its cavity. The HTH domain is found bound up
against the LOV β-sheet in this structure, with the critical 4α HTH dimerization helix blocked
from binding another HTH by being occluded by the LOV β-sheet (52). Upon illumination, the
LOV senses blue light and forms a conventional LOV cysteinyl adduct between C4(a) position of
the flavin and conserved cysteine, triggering changes to conserved β-sheet leading to release of
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effector domain via interdomain rearrangements and binding to DNA (41, 53, 54). With both
natural and artificial cognate DNA substrates identified, this system has been successfully
engineered into several optogenetic tools to control gene expression (55-57)
The LOV photochemistry and interdomain rearrangement in response to stimuli of this
system markedly resemble other PAS/LOV systems. These systems share a common input and
sensor domain, yet control a very diverse group of output effector domains (58-60). The basic
biophysical and biochemical understanding of such control of these systems have advanced the
field of photobiology and translated to development of many engineered optogenetic tools (53,
54, 61-69). Despite many advances in both of these basic and applied areas, a number of
fundamental mechanisms of these regulatory processes remain poorly understood. Here, I
propose to understand one such fundamental mechanism: The signal propagation in greater
detail by using EL222 as a test case.
Several challenges have traditionally complicated mechanistic studies of LOV/PAS
systems. One such challenge, caused by dynamics in the activated “lit” states of such systems
(54, 70), is central to my proposed work that is covered under Chapter 3. The integrative
structural biology approach I used there overcomes such challenges and helped determine the
light-activated states of the EL222. With these structures now known, comparing transition
dynamics between dark and light states, revealing valuable mechanistic details of signal
propagation of LOV systems. This will advance our understanding of both such natural and
engineered systems and also aid in fine tuning optogenetic tools.
Another important challenge is rooted in the heterogeneity of these systems (71-74),
including steps of “untriggered” spontaneously activated and deactivated states. This is
addressed under Chapter 4 where I characterize one potential type of spontaneously activated
“dark state noise” species, where the loss of the flavin chromophore leads to activation of the
LOV protein. The outcome of this work will provide information on the changes to the dynamics
of the system with the presence of dark state noise and their relevance mechanistic and
13

functional output. Such information will advance our current understanding of this activation,
chiefly generated from truncated AsLOV2 (which has only a single Ja helix effector) and give
functional assessment of this species (DNA binding) with potential insights into natural
regulation and fine tuning the existing tools to make better and newer tools.
Finally, the proposed work covered under Chapter 5 builds on information from a handful of
previously-engineered systems which have relied on swaps of PAS and LOV domains (61, 75),
strongly suggesting a shared signal propagation mechanism. Here, I characterized the PAS
domain of RE137 to see if it could bind small molecule ligands which may lay foundation to build
a chemosensor in the future by replacing the LOV of EL222 with the PAS domain of RE137 to
understand the interplay between regulatory N-/C-cap and β-sheet scaffold components with the
effector domains in LOV/PAS signaling and advance our knowledge of such shared mechanism.
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2.1 Yeast Cloning
2.1.1 Plasmid DNA Construction
Yeast centromere plasmids EB0420 and EB0422 (graciously provided by J. Konieczka,
enEvolv) were utilized with uracil and tryptophan auxotrophic markers, respectively. EB0420
and EB0422 both contain 5 tandem repeats of EL222’s (UniProt ID: Q2NB98) binding promoter
sequence C120 (C120x5) upstream of the Yellow Fluorescent Protein (YFP) sequence (1)
however, EB0422 contains an additional consecutively active TEF(Expand) fungal promoter that
drives EL222 production. The plasmids were proliferated in Escherichia coli DH5α cells and
subsequently purified with a Promega Wizard Genomic DNA Purification Kit (Catalog #A1120).
EB0422 plasmids were then used to produce all EL222 mutants via site-directed mutagenesis
(2, 3) followed by DpnI digest and ligation with Quick Ligase (NEB Catalog #M2200). Sanger
sequencing (GENEWIZ) was used to confirm the mutants. All yeast experiments in this study
were conducted with Growth Media and W303a haploid Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells. Wildtype cells were grown in either standard YPD media (1% yeast extract, 2% peptone, 2%
glucose) supplemented with adenine (4 g/L), tryptophan (8 g/L), and uracil (2 g/L) or standard
Synthetic Complete Media. EB0420 transformed cells were grown in Synthetic Uracil-drop-out
media, while EB0422 (and subsequent mutants) transformed cells were grown in Synthetic
Tryptophan drop-out media.
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2.1.2 Yeast Transformations
2.1.2.1 Competent cell preparation
EB0422 yeast centromere plasmids and subsequent EL222 mutant plasmids were
transformed into S cerevisiae W303a cells via electroporation (see 2.1.2.2). Yeast competent
cells were prepared using the following protocol. S. cerevisiae strain W303a cells were plated
on YDP agar and grown at 30°C for 3-4 days. Cultures were set up using a single colony from
each plate as inoculum for 50 ml of YPD broth, which were placed in an orbital shaker set at
200 rpm/30°C for overnight growth. These cultures were diluted further to an OD600 of 0.2 in 6080 mL YPD broth and left to grow for 2-3 hours to reach an OD600 of 0.4-0.5 at 200 rpm/30°C.
Cultures were then harvested by centrifugation (4,000 rpm for 6 minutes). Cells pellets were
washed with 20 ml of ice-cold sterilized ddH2O and resuspended in 20 ml of 0.1 M Lithium
Acetate, 0.8 M Sorbitol, 1xTE buffer for 30 min at 30°C and then added 0.2 mL of 1 M DTT for
15 min at 30°C. Cells were again centrifuged (4,000 rpm for 6 min) and washed twice with 20
mL of ice-cold 1M sorbitol and then resuspended in 0.2 mL ice-cold 1 M sorbitol until used
further for transformation.
2.1.2.2 Transformation and mutant identification
Yeast transformations were performed by using electroporation. For each
electroporation, 45 μL of cell suspension was combined with 5 μL of plasmid (400 ng/μL;~10kb)
in a microfuge tube and left to incubate on ice for 15 minutes. Subsequently, the cell suspension
was transferred to 0.2 cm electroporation cuvettes and electroporated using a BioRad Gene
Pulser xCell on its pre-set S. cerevisiae protocol (1.5 kV, 200 mA, 25 μF). Post electroporation,
the cells were immediately resuspended in 1 mL 1 M sorbitol and left to recover at 30°C for 1
hour. Cells were centrifuged at 4,000 rpm for 6 minutes and then resuspended in 200 µL 1 M
sorbitol, spread on tryptophan deficient synthetic drop out agar for selection, and placed in an
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m5.0 96-well LED System at 30°C. The m5.0 system uses 96 individual WS2812B LED’s fed
into fiberoptic wires to deliver independent light conditions to each well in a 96-well plate. The
LEDs are controlled by an Arduino UNO microcontroller and emit a peak blue light wavelength
of 464.7 nm. Each experiment was run for 0-4 hours on a repeating light cycle of 20 seconds
on/60 seconds off with a light intensity of 25 of 256 (8-bit scale) = 4.587x1016 photons/second.

2.2 Bacterial Cloning, Protein Expression and Purification
2.2.1 Plasmid Construction to Express Mutated Proteins
Standard desalted oligonucleotides used for PCR were ordered from Integrated DNA
Technology (Coralville, IA) and are listed in Supplementary Table S1. Primers designed for
mutations were introduced into the EL222 wild type plasmid by using mutagenesis protocol (2,
3). Phusion DNA Polymerase (NEB Catalog# M0530) was used for all PCR reactions. The
products were ligated to plasmid pHis-GB1 (4) using Quick Ligase (NEB Catalog# M2200)
following the manufacturer’s instructions and transformed into E.coli DH5α cells. Plasmids were
purified from overnight cultures using Wizard Plus SV Minipreps DNA Purification System
(Promega A1330); constructs and mutants were confirmed by Sanger sequencing at GENEWIZ.
The verified plasmids were then transformed into E.coli BL21(DE3) cells (Novagen/EMD
Millipore) for overexpression.
2.2.2 Protein expression and Purification
For expressing proteins in E.coli, pHis-GB1-Parallel plasmids ((4)) containing
WT(EL222) and mutants were transformed into Escherichia coli BL21(DE3) cells and then
grown at 37°C and 180 rpm in 1L of LB containing 200 mg/L ampicillin until it reached an OD600
of 0.6-0.8. To induce protein expression, 1 mM isopropyl 1-thio-β-D-glucopyranoside (IPTG)
was then added, and cells were incubated for an additional 16 hours at 18°C. Cells were
harvested and resuspended in buffer A (50 mM Tris, 100 mM sodium chloride, pH 8.0), and the
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pellet was either directly used for purification or flash-frozen using liquid nitrogen and stored at 80 °C until further use. Pre- and post-induction samples (1 mL) were collected during
expression and processed on SDS-PAGE gels to confirm protein expression.
For protein purifications, cell pellets were lysed using sonication and centrifuged at
24,000 rpm at 4°C for 45 min to separate the supernatant from the pellet. The soluble fraction
was filtered using a 0.22-μm filter before loading onto a Ni2+ Sepharose affinity column coupled
to AKTA Pre FPLC system or a gravity Ni2+ affinity (GE Healthcare) pre-equilibrated with Buffer
A supplemented with 20 mM imidazole. The His-tagged protein was eluted using a 5-12-column
volume gradient of 500 mM imidazole. The eluted protein was incubated overnight at 4°C with
TEV protease (protease to target ratio; 1:20) to cleave off the His6-Gb1 tag, during which it was
simultaneously exchanged into imidazole-free Buffer A. Cleaved EL222 protein was then
separated by flowing the sample through a Ni2+ Sepharose affinity column (GE Healthcare) preequilibrated with Buffer A supplemented with 20 mM imidazole. The His tag-free protein was
collected in flowthrough fraction and concentrated to ~5 mL before injecting onto a HiLoad
16/600 Superdex 75 column (GE Healthcare) pre-equilibrated with SEC buffer (50 mM Tris pH
8, 100 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM DTT). The peak corresponding to monomeric EL222 was collected
and then used for further experiments or flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and subsequently stored
at -80 °C for future experiments. Whenever frozen samples were used for subsequent
experiments, the protein was thawed at 4 °C and then injected onto a Superdex 75 10/300 GL
size-exclusion column (GE Healthcare) pre-equilibrated with SEC buffer. The fraction
corresponding to pure monomeric EL222 was collected and then used for subsequent
experiments. All fractions were analyzed using a 12% SDS-PAGE gel, and protein
concentrations were determined using a generic absorption coefficient for flavin-containing
proteins (A446 = 11,800 M−1 cm−1), assuming that all flavin was protein-bound. Dark conditions
were observed by using dim red light for both expression and purification of EL222 and
mutants.
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2.3 SEC-MS (native-MS coupled with SEC)
EL222 (72 μM) in SEC buffer was thawed and either kept in the dark or illuminated.
Samples were activated by flashing five times using a camera flash before supplementing with
DNA, using a 2:1 molar ration protein to DNA. Further, the samples were incubated under blue
LED light for 2 minutes, followed by a flash of camera light (2 times) before injecting onto the LC
system. For each run, a 5 μL sample was injected through a MAbPac SEC-1 2.1x150 mm
column (Thermo Scientific), pre-equilibrated with 50 mM ammonium acetate (pH ~ 6.8) and
coupled to a Bruker UHR maXis-ETD ESI-qTOF mass spectrometer. Subsequently, the sample
was eluted using isocratic elution with the same ammonium acetate solution at a flow rate of 50
μL/min that was monitored by UV/vis absorbance at 280, 405, and 450 nm. BSA and ovalbumin
(both 30 μM) were injected as above to serve as known MW standards in separate experiments.
Average mass spectra for the major elution peaks were generated and subsequently
deconvoluted using maximum entropy reconstruction in Bruker Data Analysis software.

2.4 Global and Peptide-level HDX-MS measurements
For all analyses reported here, WT and mutant EL222 proteins were in a range of 60-80
μM for all local-HDX runs. Samples were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm in microfuge tubes for two
min to settle any aggregates present, and all buffers were filtered with a 0.2 μm filter before use.
Protein and DNA (150 μM) stocks were kept on ice in the dark for the entire experiment. For
protein only runs, 0.5-1 μL was taken and for DNA complex, 1 μL of protein is mixed with 0.5
μLmixed to match 2:1 molar ratio. The samples were equilibrated at 20°C under dark or light
conditions (flashing 4 times with camera flash and then pulsing (blue LED strip (Adafruit
Industries) at 20s on, 60s off intervals] for 2 minutes. Deuterium exchange was initiated for 1, 2,
5, 10, 30, and 60 min increments by diluting with 99 μL of D2O HDX buffer (50 mM Tris, 100 mM
NaCl, 0.5 mM DTT, 99.99% D2O, titrated to an uncorrected pH reading of 6). Same timepoints
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and temperature were maintained in both dark, light, and DNA conditions during equilibration,
then cooled on ice for 30 seconds. Post exchange, each sample was quenched by adding 100
μL of quench buffer [3% formic acid] added to 100 μL of HDX-exchanged sample (1:1 dilution)
to reach a final pH of 2.5 and injected into the in-house built temperature controlled HDX-MS set
up. In global HDX, post-injection the samples run through a trap column with a flow rate of 150
μL/min using load solution A (3% acetonitrile and 0.15% formic acid) to remove buffer additives
and further eluted using gradient of solution A (load) and solution B (elution) (3% water, 97%
acetonitrile, 0.15% formic acid) at a flow rate 100 μL/min to an elution length of 20 min. For local
HDX, a similar experimental apparatus was used as for global HDX, except with the inclusion of
a protease digestion step using a BEH pepsin column (Waters) that was placed online prior to
trap. Proteolyzed peptides were desalted via a desalting column at a 150 μL/min flow rate using
solution A and further resolved through a C18 column (Hypersil GOLD 1x50 mm, Thermo
Scientific) with an elution gradient of solution A and solution B into a Bruker maXis-ETD UHR
ESI-qTOF at a flow rate of 40 μL/min. To minimize the overall back exchange during this
process, the temperature post injection was maintained at 4°C and pH at 2.5. A non-deuterated
control was run for all HDX experiments to which MS/MS fragmentation was applied to identify
the peptides using Bruker Data analysis and BioTools software. The peptides from deuterated
timepoints were matched to one peptide sequence based on accurate mass and retention time.
The assigned peptides from biotools were transferred to HDExaminer (Sierra Analytics)
software for further analysis, with each assigned peptide manually confirmed. In addition,
HDExaminer generated peptide plots representing the percent deuteration for each peptide at
any given timepoint, allowing visualization by heat maps or mapping onto molecular structures
using PyMol (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 2.0 Schrödinger, LLC).
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2.5 NMR sample generation and experiments
All NMR experiments were performed at 17 °C using a Bruker AVANCE III HD 700 MHz
spectrometer equipped with a cryogenically-cooled TCI probe. All NMR data were processed
with NMRfx (5) and analyzed with NMRanalyst. 15N/1H TROSY HSQC experiments were
conducted on EL222 (~108 μM) and its mutants (S32A, D212A, S137A, R215A, 100-165 μM) to
compare any changes in the chemical shifts of WT versus mutants in dark and light states.
Sample preparation included expression of WT and mutants by growing in M9 media with 1 g/L
of 15NH4Cl as the sole nitrogen source. Proteins expressed in this way were purified as
described above, then exchanged into an NMR buffer (50 mM Tris pH 6, 100 mM NaCl, 5%
D2O), concentrated, and transferred into a 5 mm NMR tube. As needed, illumination in situ was
achieved using a 488 nm, 200 mW Coherent Sapphire laser as the light source. The output of
this laser was focused into a 10 m long, 0.6 mm diameter quartz fiber optic which was placed
inside a 5 mm NMR tube with a protein solution and immersed enough to illuminate the samples
adequately without contaminating or interfering with the signal during data acquisition. The
power level was optimized and checked prior to every experiment to confirm the efficiency of

Fig 2.1: Typical HDX-MS work flow.
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laser power. Dark state 15N/1H TROSY HSQC spectra were recorded with the laser in off-state,
whereas the lit-state with a 50-100 mW power, 50-100 ms laser pulse during the relaxation
delay between subsequent scans. Samples were first allowed to equilibrate to the dark state for
1-2 hours in the bore of the magnet prior to each acquisition. Spectra were then collected using
standard Bruker “sensitivity-enhanced” pulse sequence (6) at a 15N spectral width of 35 ppm
centered at 117 ppm, with 16-32 scans averaged at each point, for a total acquisition time of 90180 min.

2.6 Site-directed spin labeling and DEER sample preparation:
EL222 and mutant proteins were expressed in E.coli and purified as described above. A
background construct is generated by introducing a C70S mutation using partially overlapping
primer-based site-directed mutagenesis (3) to remove the one excess cysteine residue in EL222
other than the conserved flavin-binding cysteine (Cys 75). The mutations required to
subsequently introduce sites for spin labeling were then introduced using the same protocol to
generate cysteine residues at the desired locations. Such mutant proteins with a C70S
background and one or two novel cysteines introduced for spin labeling were purified (~80 μM)
and exchanged into Sodium phosphate buffer without DTT (50 mM sodium phosphate, 100 mM

Fig 2.2: Typical DEER workflow.
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NaCl pH 6) using a PD-10 gravity column (GE Healthcare). To introduce MTSL spin labels to
these proteins, approximately 4 molar equivalents of MTSL (70 mM stock in DMSO) were added
to the sample before incubation with rocking for 45 minutes at room temperature (7). Excess
MTSL was then removed using the same buffer-exchange procedure previously mentioned (PD10 gravity column). Samples were collected before and after labeling for confirmation of
covalent spin-label addition using MALDI (+184 Da for each MTSL spin-label). Labeling
efficiency was approximately 75-85% for double-labeled protein.
Labeled proteins (~100 μM) were exchanged into DEER buffer [50 mM Sodium
phosphate (pH 6), 100 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM DTT] prepared in 80% D2O, 20% perdeuterated D8
glycerol (Cambridge Isotope Labs) and stored at 4 °C until freezing for DEER data acquisition
(usually within 24 hours). Prior to DEER acquisition, protein samples were incubated at room
temperature for 15 minutes in the dark and divided into dark and light samples. Dark samples
were loaded into ESR sample tubes (30 μL) and flash-frozen in liquid N2 in the dark under dim
red light. Light samples were placed under blue LED light for 2 minutes before loading and
freezing in the same manner as the dark samples. All samples were stored in the dark
submerged in liquid N2 until data collection.

2.7 Matrix Assisted LASER Desorption Ionization (MALDI-MS)
MALDI-MS was used to verify whether covalent spin-label addition (+184 Da for each
spin-label) following EPR sample generation was successful. All EL222 spin pair samples (7090 µM) were initially diluted to 20 µM with SEC buffer and finally with a 1:1 matrix solution (10
mg sinapic acid in 1 mL of buffer (70% acetonitrile, 27% water, and 3% acetic acid) to reach a
final concentration of 10 µM. Further, these were applied to the stainless-steel target plate in 0.5
µL increments, allowing time for samples to air dry in between to a maximum of 2 µL per
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sample. The samples were analyzed using a Bruker Auto-Flex MALDI TOF-TOF instrument,
with the resulting data analyzed using the vendor’s flex analysis software.

2.8 SEC-Multi Angle LASER Scattering (SEC-MALS)
Prior to injection, all samples and buffers were filtered using 0.1 um filters. The samples
were then injected at a flowrate of 0.4 mL/min into a Superdex 200 GL 10/300 SEC column (GE
Healthcare) using SEC buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8, 100 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM DTT). Elutions were
collected and samples detected using the inline miniDAWN TREOS light scattering and Optilab
rEX refractive idex detectors (Wyatt Technology). All MALS measurements were taken at 25 °C
while regular size exclusion measurements were performed at 4 °C. The resulting data was then
analyzed with ASRA V software (Wyatt Technology).

2.9 Yeast transcriptional reporter assay
S. cerevisiae stocks were streaked onto their respective media agar plates and
incubated at 30°C for 3-4 days. A single colony from each sample was then re-streaked onto
fresh plates and placed at 30°C for 2-3 days. A liquid culture of 20 mL in a 250 mL Erlenmeyer
flask was inoculated with a single isolated colony and grown overnight in the dark with shaking
(200 rpm, 30°C). Overnight cultures were then diluted to an OD600 of 0.2 and grown for 2 hours
in the dark shaken (200 rpm, 30°C). Cells were checked for an OD600 of 0.3-0.4 (if slightly
higher, were diluted to OD600 of 0.3) and distributed in an identical pattern into two Corning 96well plates at 100 µL per well. One plate was covered in aluminum foil and set aside as a dark
plate control. The other plate was placed on the m5.0 LED machine in the dark with a redcoated piece of cardboard placed on top. The light plate was exposed to repeating cycles of
blue light, as previously stated, for up to 4 hours. Plate Reader and Flow Cytometry Data
Collection and Analysis 0- and 4-hour timepoints were read on a Spectramax i3 plate reader
(Ex. 510/9; Em. 550/15; Read Height 0.73 mm; No Lid; No shaking/optimization) to detect the
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prescience of YFP in light-exposed plates first, followed by the foil-wrapped dark plates.
Samples were resuspended using a multi-channel pipette pumped 8-10 times in a circular
motion before being place in the plate reader. Samples were analyzed using a BD Acurri C6
Sampler Plus flow cytometer, light plate first, followed by unwrapping of the dark plate. All wells
read were resuspended using a multi-channel pipette at a maximum of 6 wells per read as to
prevent variations in cell sedimentation. 20,000 events were collected per well at a threshold of
50,000 under slow flow. Standard gating techniques were used to select single-cell yeast
populations and applied to subsequent histograms. The FITC channel (533/30 filter) was used
to detect the prescience of YFP and is displayed as a histogram.

2.10 UV-Visible Absorbance Spectroscopy
UV-visible absorbance spectra of WT and mutants were measured on a Varian Cary
Series 50 spectrophotometer from 250–550 nm. The concentrations of samples in sodium
phosphate buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate, 100 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM DTT, pH 6) ranged
between 40-70μM, where each was equilibrated in dim red light for an hour preceding dark state
measurements. In contrast, lit-state spectra were obtained immediately after illuminating under
blue LED light for 2 min and followed by a camera flash 4-5 times. For all kinetic measurements,
the cuvette chamber was maintained at 17°C using a temperature controller. Kinetics of FMN
dark state reversion were obtained by plotting the return of the A450 signal post illumination
versus the time of collection of each spectrum. Data points were fitted using the first-order
exponential to extract the reported time constant (τ).

2.11 HADDOCK Modeling
The model of the EL222 dimer-DNA complex was generated using the HADDOCK 2.4
webserver (https://wenmr.science.uu.nl/haddock2.4/), using a multidomain flexible docking
protocol described in (8-10). Multi-domain templates used modeling are extracted from dark
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state crystal structure (PDB: 3p7n). The DNA template was constructed with C120 sequence
using the 3DNA web server ((11). The restraint parameters (Ambiguous and Unambiguous)
used in the modeling were derived from various experimental data. The other parameters
adjusted to current modeling are mentioned below:
•

Perform cross dock=OFF

•

Coarse grain: off

•

Center of mass restraints: Off

•

The number of structures for IT0 is changed to 2000 and IT1 and WATER are kept as
200, 200 respectively.

•

Symmetry restraints: C2- 2pairs = 25-142(chainA)/525-642(ChainB) and 158-222
(ChainC/658-722 (ChainD)

•

Advanced sampling parameters
•

Initial temperature for third TAD cooling step with fully flexible interface: 300

•

Factor for time step in TAD: 4

•

Number of stes for 300K phase: 750.

The models post docking were evaluated based on CAPRI criteria (Mendez et al., 2003) where
the acceptable prediction is defined as one star with i-rmsd ≤ 4 Å or l-rmsd ≤ 10 Å and Fnat ≥
0.1, good prediction as two star with i-rmsd ≤ 2 Å or l-rmsd ≤ 5 Å and Fnat ≥ 0.3 and the high
quality as three star with ): i-rmsd ≤ 1 Å or l-rmsd ≤ 1 Å and nat ≥ 0.5. The models are accessed
for the accuracy by comparative analysis with experimental information
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As part of this validation, the distances from model were extracted by using PyMOL
mtsslWizard (12) command line script (generously provided by Dr. Gregor Hagelüken,
University of Bonn, Germany) which enables the R1 labeling and extraction of distances using a
command line. These distances are compared with the distances derived from experiments to
validate the dimer complex models. Detailed description of EL222 modeling was presented in
chapter 3 under section 3.6.
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Fig 2.3: Integrative rigid-body modeling workflow showing steps involved in
generating the dimer-DNA complex model.
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Chapter Three
Structural insights of EL222 regulation: Determination of light-activated and DNA bound
structures of EL222

3.1 Introduction
The photochemistry of LOV proteins is well studied and known to trigger conformational
changes leading to activation of functional outputs through a number of signaling mechanisms
(1). Usually, such changes propagate through “effector release,” monomer-dimer transitions, or
rearrangements of pre-formed dimers often involving a well-communicated network of multiple
domains functioning as a unit. While the bulk of past studies on such structural changes in LOV
systems have productively used single-domain, truncated constructs of full-length systems to
facilitate X-ray or NMR experiments (2-5), the lack of associated domains found in full-length
proteins complicates using these data to capture interdomain rearrangements involved in
propagating signals from sensor to effector.
To fill in such gaps in knowledge and understand the structural dynamics of multidomain
rearrangements, we used a full-length LOV transcription factor, EL222. This 222 amino acid
two-domain protein is simply composed of an N-terminal LOV sensor domain, a connecting Jα
helix linker, and a C-terminal helix-turn-helix (HTH) effector domain, making it a good test case
to study multidomain communication and arrangements. As seen in the dark state crystal
structure of EL222 (PDB ID: 3P7N) (6) solved by the Luecke lab in collaboration with our group
shows that this protein adopts a monomeric fold in the dark; additional solution data suggests
that it undergoes substantial conformational rearrangements upon light illumination to expose
previously-hidden surfaces that allow it to dimerize (7).
To undergo these conformational changes, the LOV sensor domain binds FMN in an
internal cavity and senses light to form a covalent cysteinyl adduct triggering the inter-domain
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structural changes that propagate to the HTH effector domain, allowing it to bind to DNA. The
Jα helix connecting these two functional domains appears to act as a passive linker, without
direct contacts to the LOV domain unlike as previously observed in the phototropin AsLOV2
system (2, 8, 9). Instead, the EL222 crystal structure reveals monomer interfaces of the inactive
state where the HTH 4α helix interacts with the LOV β sheet and N-terminal A'α helix (Fig 3.1a),
serving in a role that appears to be analogous to the AsLOV2 Jα helix (6). This analogy, plus
experimental evidence on EL222 and homology to other LuxR-type HTH DNA binding proteins,
led Nash et al. (6) to propose that photoactivation leads to a swap of LOV-HTH interfaces for
LOV-LOV and HTH-HTH interactions (Fig 3.1b). Such changes would facilitate both the
dimerization required for high affinity DNA binding and remove steric clashes that would entail
from binding the dark state, inactive structure to DNA.
To test this signaling model and gain a comprehensive understanding of these lightinduced structural changes, we pursued getting structural data on activated states of EL222 tom

A’α

3α

Iβ
4α

+hν
-hν

Jα
Monomer interface

Light
State

+DNA
-DNA

HTH

4α

A’α

LOV

Iβ

Proposed mechanism of signaling and
Interface rearrangements

HTH

b.

LOV

a.

Dimer-DNA complex
interface

Fig 3.1: Overview of EL222. a. Domain architecture of EL222— a 222aa protein with Nterminal A’ α, Light-Oxygen-Voltage (LOV) domain, Jα, and a C-terminal Helix-Turn-Helix
(HTH) domain. The crystal structure of EL222 shows A’α helix in orange, LOV domain in
blue with conserved α/β fold and an FMN in the cavity (represented as spheres), Jα helix in
brown that connects to C-terminal HTH domain in yellow. b. Proposed steps involved in
the mechanism of EL222 signaling and interface rearrangements. The N-terminal A’α, LOV
(Iβ), and C-terminal 4α interactions form the core of the dark state interface as highlighted
in surface representation.
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complement the dark state structure that was solved using X-ray crystallography. The
heterogeneity, dynamics, and size of the activated EL222 state complicates the use of
conventional high resolution structural biology techniques, including X-ray crystallography, NMR
spectroscopy, and cryo-EM. To overcome such challenges, we combined data from a diverse
combination of methods like EPR, HDX-MS, NMR, and mutagenesis using the HADDOCK rigidbody modeling approach (10, 11) as an integrative structural biology route to generate reliable
light-activated models. In this way, we aimed to determine the structure of light state EL222,
both on its own and bound to DNA.

3.2 Results
3.2.1 EL222 shows heterogeneity in dark and light-activated DNA complex
Previous studies reported a 2:1 stoichiometry ratio of WT EL222 to DNA using EMSA
binding assays (12). Further analysis using SEC-MALS on slow cycling mutants such as the
AQ-trip variant (V41I, L52I, A79Q, and V121I), which undergoes dark state reversion on the
timescale of ~2000 s instead of 29 s for the WT protein, revealed peaks corresponding to mass
of dimer-DNA complex, supporting the 2:1 stoichiometry (7). Unfortunately, similar studies using
SEC-MALS on WT protein are complicated by the relatively rapid dark state reversion kinetics of
this system.
As an alternative approach to examine the WT EL222-DNA complex, we analyzed its
dark and light state in the absence and presence of DNA using native MS coupled with size
exclusion chromatography (SEC-MS) to take advantage of the more rapid analytical workflow
here. Initial analysis of the dark state showed mass spectra with three peaks in each charge
state, corresponding to the predicted masses of the apo protein, FMN-bound holo protein, and
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Fig 3.2: EL222 binds to DNA upon illumination. a. Native mass spectra of EL222 in the
dark shows three peaks of +10 charge state with calculated mass of apo (grey circle), FMN
bound holo (yellow circle), and FAD bound holo (green circle), top panel, and single peak
with FMN supplementation with mass matching FMN bound holo (yellow circle), bottom
panel. b. Mass spectra of FMN-supplemented EL222 in dark and in the presence of DNA
shows a single peak of +10 charge state in monomer region (top left) and no spectra in the
dimer complex region (top right). The mass spectrum of the light-activated DNA bound state
on the bottom left reveals the +10 charge state of the unbound monomer (yellow square) and
charge state distribution in the dimer complex region with calculated mass matching a dimer
bound to DNA. Calculated mass under each charge state suggests a heterogeneous
distribution of dimer complex.
FAD-bound holo protein of EL222. We markedly simplified this distribution to be predominantly
the FMN-bound holo protein by incubating purified protein in vitro with an equimolar
concentration of FMN for 1-2 hr at 4°C, establishing that the chromophore can freely exchange
in and out of the protein in solution (Fig 3.2a).
We next started DNA binding studies by SEC-MS by mixing FMN-supplemented EL222
in a 2:1 molar ratio with the C120 duplex and incubating under either dark or light conditions.
We only observed a protein/DNA complex when samples were first illuminated, as expected,
with broad peaks seen for the dimer-DNA complex revealing a heterogeneous distribution.
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Fitting the area under each peak of charge state confirmed the heterogeneity in DNA complex to
stem from mixes of chromophore-bound and unbound proteins in the various EL222 dimers,
including species matching the molecular weights of all possible combinations of states (apoapo, apo-holo, and holo-holo states). (Fig 3.2b).
3.2.2 HDX-MS provides insights into dynamics and thermodynamic stabilities of lightactivated states
EL222 is a stable monomer in its inactive state and must undergo long-range
conformational changes upon illumination to become a dimeric DNA-bound complex (6). To
extract energetic and dynamic information about these various states of EL222, we used
bottom-up HDX-MS which measures changes to the accessibility of backbone amides via
differences in the uptake of solvent deuterons. In this approach, highly deuterated peptides
represent the exposed regions of flexible and locally unfolded protein segments which lack the
stable hydrogen bonds that protect the backbone amides of stable secondary structure
elements. In contrast, less deuterated regions report indicates stable hydrogen bonding to
backbone amides, such as regions which are stably folded and protected from solvent (13, 14).
Experimentally, we incubated FMN-supplemented EL222 in the dark, light, and DNAbound states in D2O-containing buffer for varying time points of 1, 5, 10, and 30 minutes before
stopping exchange with a low temperature acid quench. Samples were then injected onto a
pepsin column, allowing the deuterium uptake of the resulting peptides to be measured by LCMS. In all of our experiments, we obtained sequence coverages of 90-95% of EL222, letting us
examine protection throughout the bulk of the protein. The deuterium uptake of the multiple
overlapping peptides is represented as heat maps or uptake plots in the discussion below.
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Fig 3.3: HDX-MS examination of EL222 stability and dynamics. a. Heat map provides
overview of EL222 HDX in dark (DS), light (LS), and DNA (LSD) bound states. Regions
highlighted in grey rectangles show the most changes in response to light and DNA binding.
The calculated percent deuterium exchange of peptides at 1, 5, 10, and 30 min exposure
times is color-coded to represent 10-90% deuteration as indicated. b. Differential deuterium
uptake of light-dark (top) and light-DNA (bottom) mapped onto the dark state EL222 structure
(PDB ID:3P7N) with highly exchanged and protected regions represented in red and blue,
respectively.
Analyzing these data, we observed that the dark state peptides showed minimal
deuteration across the protein except for the loop regions, suggesting overall stability of
domains consistent with the crystal structure (Fig 3.3a, DS) and prior NMR-based
measurements of HDX (6). In contrast, the peptides of light-activated states showed substantial
changes in deuteration levels in some parts of the LOV domain (A’α, some highly exchanged
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loop regions), the Jα connector helix, and the HTH domain; otherwise, moderate changes were
seen in the LOV domain (Fig 3.3a, LS).
3.2.3 Light induces conformational flexibility and dynamics into linker and HTH domains
Aside from being dimeric, structural details of light-activated state are little known. A
comparison of dark and light states using local HDX-MS as described above aids in gaining
such understanding, using tools such as heat maps to illustrate the light-induced changes in
deuteration. In general, peptide-level HDX-MS analyses of the light-activated EL222 showed a
substantial increase in the deuteration of the Jα helix and HTH domain (Fig 3.3a, LS), as seen
by mapping such differential uptake between dark and light states onto the dark state crystal
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Fig 3.4: Deuterium uptake plots showing deuterium exchange (% deuteration) of
peptides from LOV, Jα, and HTH regions. Peptides are color-coded on the ribbon
structure to match the corresponding uptake plots. Each line of the peptide plot represents
deuterium uptake in the dark (black), light (red), and DNA-bound (green) over an exposure
time of 1-30 min.
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structure (Fig 3.3b). In addition, deuterium uptake plots of representative peptides of Jα and
helices of HTH (1α, 2α, 3α, and 4α) provided interesting details of the kinetics of deuteration
changes of these regions. The plots revealed a gradual increase in deuteration level, reaching
maximum levels of 100% for three helices (Jα, 1α, 4α) and 65% for the two others (2α, 3α) upon
light activation within the measured time points. The 100% maximal deuteration levels
observed in Jα, 1α, and 4α correspond to the exposed amides resulting from a highly flexible
segment with locally unfolded regions(15). However, the lower 65% maximal deuteration of 2α
and 3α still represent flexibility but less unfolded or relatively structured than the highly flexible
regions (Fig 3.4). A similar observation of LOV core and A'α helix showed minimal deuteration
suggesting a stable core with little changes in the presence of light. These highly flexible and
dynamic locally unfolded helices impact the overall stability of HTH and Jα, making them
responsible for the light-induced dynamics reporting on the structural features of this otherwise
transient state. We note that these data are generally consistent with prior NMR-based HDX
measurements of this state (6).
3.2.4 DNA binding stabilizes several EL222 regions, revealing protein-protein and
protein-DNA interfaces
The deuterium exchange heat maps show a greater protection upon addition of DNA to
the otherwise highly-exchanged light activated state, with notably reduced deuteration observed
in Α'α, Jα, and ΗΤΗ helices when compared to light alone (Fig 3.3a). This decrease in uptake is
more pronounced when represented as difference of the protein-only and protein-DNA lit state
samples, mapping these data onto the crystal structure revealing the details of protected
secondary structures (Fig 3.3b). The observed changes to the exposed helices of light state
when bound to DNA is a consequence of the restored conformational stability into these helices
via stabilized secondary structure elements or by occlusion from solvent exchange, either of
which reduces amide exchange. Uptake plots of representative peptides showed protection of
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DNA-bound state compared to light state and relatively highly exchanged profile when
compared to dark state (Fig 3.4). The comparison of dark and DNA-bound state exchange
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kinetics strongly indicates a non-dark state conformation is adopted in the DNA-bound state. To
further understand the dynamics of light-activated states, the peptides of individual secondary
structure elements were averaged to read any significant changes upon DNA binding. The
comparison of averaged deuteration exchange of light and DNA bound states revealed
significant changes in HTH helices followed by the HI loop and then by the Jα helix, LOV βsheet and N-terminal A’α helix (Fig 3.5). These changes observed in HTH helices are the result
of fewer accessible amides due to loss of conformational flexibility with their involvement in
forming protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions. The significant changes shown by other
regions (Α’α, LOV and Jα) of the protein upon adding DNA might be interpreted as them being
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at the protein-protein interface or attaining added stability in dimer complex formation. We
believe that the former explanation (= direct occlusion) is more likely to be the case than the
latter (Fig 3.5). Overall, the exchange profiles of newly acquired stable regions in DNA bound
state are different when compared to monomeric dark state strongly supporting that new
protein-protein and protein-DNA interfaces are formed in the higher order complex unlike its
counterpart.
3.2.5 DEER provides quantitative distance evidence for domain rearrangements from
dark to light and light to DNA
To further investigate the nature of conformational and structural changes induced by
light and DNA binding, we used DEER (Double Electron-Electron Resonance) spectroscopy
methods, a type of EPR (Electron Paramagnetic Resonance) spectroscopy approach where
dipole-dipole interactions between pairs of paramagnetic spin labels attached at various sites
can be measured to determine interspin distances. In each DEER experiment, we introduced
cysteines at pairs of specific locations in EL222 using site-directed mutagenesis, allowing the
specific direction of nitroxide spin labels to these sites using disulfide chemistry (Table S3.1 and
Table S3.2). We selected sites for spin labeling based on them being 1) solvent accessible, 2)
part of a stable secondary structures, and 3) with expected interspin distances between ca. 1.58 nm. While we emphasized getting distance information between sites on different domains of
EL222 (e.g. LOV-HTH, LOV-Jα, and Jα-HTH; Figs. 3.6a, 3.7) to capture changes associated
with domain arrangements in response to light activation and DNA binding, we also made
several constructs suitable for measuring LOV-LOV distances as well. To generate distance
profiles from experimental data, we used Tikhonov regularization in Deer Analysis 2019
software (16). The corresponding time domain data of all measured distance distributions are
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presented in Fig S3.1. We fit each peak of the distance profiles to Gaussian distributions to
obtain intensity and population information (Table 3.1) using DEERconstruct (17).

X-tal

Experimental distances extracted using by
DEERconstruct Gaussian fit reconstruction
DS

Domain

Spin
pair

ChainA
(nm)

ChainB
(nm)

r
(nm)

FWHM
(nm)

Population
(%)

57/127

2.5 (-/+
0.3)

3.5 (-/+
0.3)

2.39

0.34

98

3.31

0.81

71

2.63

0.83

85

3.56

0.95

100

3.20

1.20

100

5.38

0.57

4

2.30

0.96

13

3.12

1.31

100

2.16

1.86

14

3.83

1.07

100

2.55

0.94

12

4.26

1.04

100

2.35

1.00

17

3.84

1.10

100

5.04

0.90

100

LOV only
61/127

57/147

LOV-Jα

61/147

81/147

188/147

3.1 (-/+
0.3)

–

–

–

–

4.1 (-/+
0.3)

–

–

–

–

Jα-HTH
81/176

3.9 (-/+
0.3)

3.8 (-/+
0.4)

LOV-HTH
61/188

5.2 (-/+
0.3)

5.2 (-/+
0.3)

RMSD:
Model
V(t) vs
Kernel
V(t)

RMSD:
Model
P(r) vs
Kernel
V(t)

0.003

0.024

0.003

0.020

0.007

0.022

0.005

0.026

0.004

0.027

0.006

0.023

0.002

0.018

0.001

0.029

Table 3.1 DEER construct Gaussian fit reconstruction of Dark state experimental
DEER distances.
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3.2.6 Bimodal distance of HI loop reveals conformational flexibility
DEER distances obtained from LOV-LOV spin pairs (57/127 and 61/127) showed
bimodal distributions in the dark with shorter distances at 2.4 and 2.7 nm, corresponding to the
distances observed in one of the two chains in the EL222 dark state crystal structure (PDB:
3P7N). We also observed longer distances at 3.3 and 3.7 nm for 57/127 and 61/127,
respectively (Fig 3.6b), corresponding to an alternate conformer in the crystal with a different
conformation of the HI loop. To further probe the origin of observed bimodality as noted above,
we evaluated the position of spin pairs on the dark state crystal structure (PDB: 3P7N (6)).
Notably, we found that the two chains in the asymmetric unit of these crystals (chains A, B)
corresponded well to the differences in 127, separated by a Cβ-Cβ distance of 7.4 Å (Fig 3.5a)
between chains. For all other spin pairs except for 127, we only found minor changes (<1 Å) in
predicted spin-spin distance.
In addition to the dark state, we also acquired distances of the light-activated and DNAbound states. Upon illumination, we observed a broadening of the bimodal peaks with the mean
shifted compared to those observed in the dark state (Fig 3.6b). These peaks fit multiple
Gaussians for 57/127 with an increase in FWHM (Full Width Half Maximum) and two Gaussians
for 61/27, same as the dark state, except for an increase in FWHM as shown in Table 3.2. The
addition of DNA led to the appearance of newer peaks at shorter and longer distances than that
observed in the light state, with a relative decrease in FWHM of multiple Gaussians fits for these
peaks (Fig 3.6b).
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Fig 3.6: Distance distribution of LOV-only spin pairs. a. The superimposed ribbon
structures of EL222 chain A (grey) and B (color) (PDB: 3P7N) show conformational
heterogeneity of the HI loop with a noticeable shift in the D127 spin site. Colored spheres on
the ribbon diagram represent each spin site. b. The distance plots show the dark, light, and
DNA-bound in solid black line, solid red line, and solid green line, respectively. The distances
derived of each spin pair from the crystal structure shown as vertical black dashed lines.

3.2.7 Broad distance distributions of light activated state suggest a highly dynamic and
non-dark state conformation
To investigate the light-induced changes in EL222, we collected DEER data from LOVHTH (57/176, 57/188, 111/188, 81/176 and 61/188), LOV-Jα (57/147, 61/147, and 81/147), and
Jα- HTH (147/188) spin pairs. The distance distributions of 9 spin pairs upon illumination
revealed variable dynamics, with LOV-HTH (4) pairs showing broad distributions with some
shorter and longer distances appearing in response to light while the narrow dark state
distributions are consistent with the distances from the crystal structure within an angstrom
deviation (Figs 3.7, 3.8).
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In contrast to the subtle distribution changes of LOV-HTH, the LOV-Jα and Jα-ΗΤΗ
showed greater changes upon illumination. The Jα spin site possibly contributes to part of this
broader distribution due its presence at the N-terminus of the Jα helix. Notably, this residue was
not modeled into the dark state crystal structure, presumably due to insufficient electron density
at this site. Light state experimental DEER distances were extracted using DEERconstruct
Gaussian fit reconstruction (17). The Gaussians fitted under the distribution showed best fits,
population distribution and FWHM of each fitted distance (Table 3.2). The distances extracted
from Gaussian fits reveal multiple distributions indicative of heterogeneity, further confirmed with
populations of these newer distances, unlike their dark counterparts which mostly showed single
Gaussian fits (Table 3.2).

Fig 3.7: Distance distributions of LOV-HTH spin pairs in the dark state and the light
state. Each spin site is color-coded and shown as spheres on the ribbon diagram (3P7N)
and the corresponding pairs in each distance plot. The distance distribution in dark is
represented as solid black line and light as solid red line. The vertical black dotted line
represents the distances derived from the crystal structure for each spin pair.
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3.2.8 Distance measurements and conformational dynamics of dimer-DNA complex
To evaluate the changes in domain arrangements upon binding to DNA, we collected
DEER data for the LOV-HTH (81/176 and 61/188), LOV-Jα (57/147, 61/147, and 81/147), and
Jα- HTH (147/188) spin pairs. The distance distributions of LOV-HTH pairs showed peak shifts
and newer distances for 81/176 while the main peak and shorter distance peaks of 61/188
shifted upon binding to DNA (Fig 3.8). The broader distance distribution of LOV-Jα 57/147 and
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Fig 3.8: DEER distance distributions of LOV-HTH, LOV-Jα and Jα-ΗΤΗ spin pairs. The
distance distributions of LOV-HTH (61-188 and 81-176), LOV-Jα (57-147, 61-147, and 81147), and Jα-HTH (147-188) spin pairs in dark, light, and DNA-bound represented as solid
black line, solid red line, and solid green line, respectively. The LOV and HTH spin sites are
shown as colored spheres, and the Jα spin site of the missing loop as a grey circle. The
vertical dashed lines in black represent the average spin pair distance calculated from the
dark state structure. The purple dashed shows the average distance of Jα pairs from DEER,
and the grey dashed line elutes to inter-147 spin distances.
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61/147 spin pairs resolved into narrow bimodal peaks indicative of adopting stable
conformations unlike interconverting conformations of their light state (Fig 3.8). The Gaussian
fits and population distributions are consistent with these observed changes (Table 3.2). The
Experimental distances extracted by using DEERconstruct Gaussian fit reconstruction
LS
LSD
Domain

Spin pair r (nm)

LOV only
57/127

61/127

57/147

LOV-Jα

61/147

81/147

Jα-HTH

188/147

81/176
LOV-HTH
61/188

RMSD:
RMSD:
FWHM Populatio Model V(t) Model P(r)
(nm)
n (%)
vs
vs
Kernel V(t) Kernel V(t)

r (nm)

FWHM
(nm)

RMSD:
Population Model V(t)
(%)
vs
Kernel V(t)

RMSD:
Model P(r)
vs
Kernel V(t)

1.43
2.43
3.21
3.76
4.77
2.57
3.54

0.83
0.51
1.04
0.74
0.31
1.15
1.31

11
90
83
19
6
65
95

0.001

0.010

1.55
2.44
3.18
3.72

0.90
0.90
0.70
1.00

94
89
65
52

0.002

0.019

0.001

0.007

35
97
20
70
88

0.003

0.014

0.009

0.038

0.001

0.012

0.004

0.023

1.59
2.29
3.25
4.21
2.35
3.76
4.47

0.77
1.37
1.36
1.81
1.02
1.47
0.95

9
55
86
14
38
64
69

0.006

0.019

0.011

0.056

0.001

0.008

0.001

0.011

2.54
3.72
4.11
5.29
2.42
3.72
4.82
5.47

0.78
0.97
0.63
0.54
0.97
0.92
0.75
0.74

40
71
58
34
32
46
98
73

0.002

0.021

0.002

0.028

0.001

0.016

78
94
46
87
99
89
21
99
25
64
8
92
90
26
35
37
41
52
99
69
62
25
97
33
28
25
24
100

0.036

1.12
1.20
0.63
1.16
1.27

0.79
1.38
0.78
0.94
0.72
0.71
0.95
0.84
0.67
0.89
0.50
0.92
1.09
0.48
0.53
1.17
1.32
0.43
0.61
0.54
0.72
0.33
1.08
0.95
0.36
0.33
0.32
0.51

0.007

2.41
3.31
5.25
2.47
3.35

1.49
2.45
3.3
3.85
2.50
3.36
4.38
2.38
3.03
3.70
4.44
2.29
3.74
4.26
5.23
2.45
3.15
3.72
4.27
5.20
2.58
3.51
3.98
5.38
2.41
3.83
4.45
5.36

0.002

0.033

Table 3.2: DEER construct Gaussian fit reconstruction of Light and DNA bound
experimental DEER distances. The restraints are extracted using DEER construct
Gaussian fit reconstruction with best fits, population distribution and FWHM (Full Width Half
Maximum) of each fitted distance.
other spin pairs of Jα show even greater changes compared to their light state distances
revealing some resolved narrow distances, appearance of newer peaks at shorter and longer
distances and peak shifts of major peaks (Fig 3.8). These changes were confirmed with the
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Gaussian reconstruction fits and changes to population distributions. The distances
reconstructed from the experimental distances confirm the distance changes observed in each
of the domain spin pairs described above and the percent population extracted with the
reconstruction informs on the conformational dynamics involved for each of the spin pairs in
light and DNA bound states (Table 3.2) when compared to dark state as detailed in Table 3.1.
The reconstructed distances served as quantitative constraints in modeling.
3.2.9 Mutagenesis coupled with yeast transcriptional reporter assay unveil residues
critical for dimerization and complex formation
We further probed the structural details of the complex formation using mutagenesis to
explore possible dimerization interfaces, using yeast-based transcriptional reporter assays to
read the functional consequences of these mutations. We selected 18 mutations from sites that
we thought might be important from HDX data and the dark state structure, distributing these
across all regions of the protein (Fig 3.9a). These mutations were introduced into EL222expressing plasmids with a YFP reporter under control of an EL222-specific C120 promoter
(Table S3.3) (18). Further, we transformed these into S. cerevisiae yeast and monitored EL222
function by watching for YFP expression specifically in response to light using flow cytometry
and plate reader-based assays (533 nm/530 nm) (Fig 3.9b).
The histograms of flow cytometry-based transcriptional activity assays for yeast
expressing WT EL222 in the light were strikingly different with about 90% of cells showing YFP
activity, while comparable dark state WT histograms showed minimal expression indicating little
activity in the absence of light, as expected. Unlike WT, some mutations revealed cells showing
mixed dynamics with YFP expression and some clearly showed no activity in light (fig S3.3a,
3.3b). These functionally inactive mutants – L32A, K99A, L120K, D127A, A211R and R215A –
showed low to no activity upon illumination, suggesting that these residues are critical to
complex formation (Fig 3.9c). Mapping these mutations on the dark state crystal structure
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Fig 3.9: Mutagenesis coupled yeast functional assays reveals structurally important
residues. a. Color-coded spheres on the ribbon structure show mutant sites at the interface
of EL222 in the dark. b. Schematic representation of yeast functional assay showing domain
architecture of VP16 fused EL222, black arrows indicating the mutations, and a cartoon
summarizing the functional assay where light controls the expression of YFP by activating
the HTH domain to bind to DNA. c. Stacked histograms representing the YFP fluorescence
signal intensity compare WT (Dark /Light) in grey with mutants (Light), color-coded to
represent corresponding domains. d. Heat map shows averaged YFP expression of WT, and
all mutant used in this study where each row represents averaged YFP expression of a
mutant in the dark and light represented as columns.
showed them occupying the dark state LOV/HTH interface (Fig 3.9a). The heat map provides an
overview of all the mutations and their functional output where the variable expression levels are
color coded.
3.2.10 Integrating information from multiple techniques into HADDOCK modeling
culminated into a light state complex model
Upon illumination, EL222 undergoes structural changes and binds DNA to form a 2:1
protein-DNA complex that has been challenging to characterize with traditional high-resolution
biophysical techniques. Here, we overcame such challenges with an integrative structural
biology approach where information from various techniques was incorporated into a rigid-body
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modeling tool, HADDOCK (10, 11, 19-21) – which can integrate experimental data from variety
of sources including distances from FRET or DEER, surfaces from EM or SAXS together with
knowledge of intramolecular forces that are being used. For this HADDOCK model building
process, we adopted a flexible docking approach of many other HADDOCK methods where
domains were split at hinge regions that were usually calculated using the HingeProt server
(22). HingeProt uses elastic network models to identify the rigid body parts of the protein and
the flexible hinges connecting them in their native state, letting us dock the resulting domains
based on experimental inputs and and stitching the split ends of the final model to complete the
model building process. Here, we directly extracted the template domains from the dark state
crystal structure without using Hinge Prot server due to the missing density corresponding to the
IJ loop between the LOV domain to the Jα linker, resulting in templates for the LOV domain
(residues 25-141) and Jα-HTH fragment (residues 149-222). The LOV domains of the two
chains in the 3P7N EL222 crystal structure (chain A, B) were used as separate templates due to
altered conformations observed in the HI loop region seen in these structures. As noted above,
the bimodal DEER-based distance distributions of spin pairs involving D127 showed a good
agreement with the reference distances of the two templates, confirming the bimodality as a
consequence of the conformational flexibility of the HI loop occupying two states in solution, with
each state representing a unimodal peak of the bimodal distribution (Fig 3.10). The potential
contribution of this flexibility of the HI loop in dimer-DNA complex structure was not known at the
outset of this study, hence both templates were used in modeling LOV dimers in all three
possible combinations (A:A, A:B, B:B). In contrast, we did not observe any notable differences
observed from the HTH domains of chain A and B, leading us to use either domain as a
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template in modeling the complex. The DNA template was modeled using sequence-based
reconstruction method, on 3DNA webserver (23).
Fig 3.10: Experimental distance
distributions of D127 spin pairs show
good agreement with calculated
distributions of chain A and B from
the dark crystal structure. The DEER
distance distributions of 127 spin pairs
are shown as black dotted line. The
chain A and B distributions of 57/127
are represented as solid blue and green
lines and 61/127 are shown in red and
fluorescent green solid lines.

Restraints to fit the domains were derived from experimental data, utilizing mutagenesis
and HDX results to guide the selection of HADDOCK active residues (“ambiguous restraints”),
while DEER data provided intra- and inter-domain distances (“unambiguous restraints”). The
distances of LOV-HTH were used in multi-domain docking and corrected for MTSSL label
structures to allow HADDOCK to use SG-SG restraints to incorporate interspin distances. The
X-tal (MTSL)

SG-SG

X-tal (MTSL-SG)

Protein
state

Domain

Spin
label

(ChainA)
(nm)

(ChainB)
(nm)

(ChainA)
(nm)

(ChainB)
(nm)

(ChainA)
(nm)

(ChainB)
(nm)

DS

LOV-HTH

81/176

3.9

3.8

3.48

3.42

0.42

0.38

(-/+ 0.3)

(-/+ 0.4)

5.2

5.2

4.63

4.51

0.57

0.69

(-/+ 0.3)

(-/+ 0.3)

61/188

Table 3.3 Determining the correction factor for distance restraints. Distances calculated
from EL222 crystal structure showing LOV-HTH spin sites coupled with MTSL in black,
without the label, SG-SG in green, and their difference in red.
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correction factor was derived from the difference between the calculated SG-SG distances and

Protein
state

Domain

Spin label

57/147

LOV-Jα

61/147

Experimental DEER
distances extracted using
DEER construct Gaussian fits

Restraints with
correction factor

r (nm)

FWHM
(nm)

FWHM/2
(nm)

r (nm)

FWHM/2
(nm)

2.5

0.72

0.36

2.2

0.66

3.36

0.71

0.36

3.1

0.66

4.46

0.96

0.48

4.2

0.78

2.38

0.84

0.42

2.1

0.72

3.03

0.67

0.34

2.7

0.64

3.7

0.89

0.45

3.4

0.75

2.29

0.92

0.46

2.0

0.76

3.74

1.09

0.55

3.4

0.85

4.26

0.48

0.24

4.0

0.54

5.23

0.53

0.27

4.9

0.57

2.45

0.6

0.30

2.2

0.60

3.15

0.85

0.43

2.9

0.73

3.72

0.44

0.22

3.4

0.52

4.28

0.4

0.20

4.0

0.50

5.2

0.49

0.25

4.9

0.55

2.58

0.72

0.36

2.3

0.66

3.51

0.33

0.17

3.2

0.47

3.98

1.08

0.54

3.7

0.84

5.38

0.95

0.48

5.1

0.78

2.41

0.36

0.18

2.1

0.48

3.83

0.33

0.17

3.5

0.47

4.45

0.32

0.16

4.2

0.46

5.36

0.51

0.26

5.1

0.56

81/147

LS+DNA
Jα-HTH

188/147

81/176

LOV-HTH

61/188

Table 3.4: Haddock modeling distance restraints with incorporated correction factor
for experimental distances.
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MTSSL distances of the crystal structure (Table 3.3). The MTSSL-SG correction was therefore
applied to the rest of the distances to generate final constraints for modeling (Table 3.4). The
inter and intra domain distances were estimated by comparing the DNA bound distributions with
similar combination spin pairs of light and dark. Though some of these assumptions may not
hold, all possible combinations were incorporated into modeling to test these assumptions. The
active sites are defined as the residues at the interface or actively involved in interactions which
HDX shows as the protected regions and mutagenesis coupled functional assays inform the
same through functional altering mutations; similar information is extracted from mutations on
C120 DNA previously tested against protein binding ability using EMSA assays (12).
The docking process evaluated the quality of the models and grouped them into clusters
of comparable conformations, based on their shared interactions with the neighboring residues.
The best models from this multidomain modeling were further evaluated by using experimental
distances. The model distances were extracted using mtsslWizard (24) for similar spin sites as
experimental distances and compared to the latter(Fig S3.4). This comparative analysis of first
validation helped to shortlist the models for which the missing IJ loop region was constructed
using Modloop (25). The loop-built models were subjected to second validation where the
comparative analysis of distances is implemented with LOV-Jα and Jα−HTH distances extracted
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Fig 3.11: Model structure of light activated dimer-DNA complex. a. Modeling workflow
summarizing the steps involved in model generation using HADDOCK multidomain flexible
docking. b. Model of light-activated DNA bound complex structure in cartoon view with Chain
A in yellow and Chain B in green c. model shown in surface view.
from models to match experimental distributions (Fig S3.5). From these analyses, the best fit
model showing good agreement with experimental distances and HDX deuteration is presented
as the final structure of dimer-DNA complex (Fig 3.11b).
3.2.11 LOV-HTH interactions in dark are partner swapped for LOV-LOV and HTH-HTH
interactions in dimer bound to DNA
The model of light-activated DNA complex structure revealed the LOV and HTH
dimerization interfaces. A closer look into the structural details of these interfaces showed A’α,
β-sheet, HI loop and Fα at the LOV dimerization interface, 4α helix at the HTH dimerization and
3α interacting with DNA which is further confirmed by the protection observed from the overlay
of differential uptake of deuterium (Fig 3.12). In LOV dimerization, the residues of A’α are
involved in hydrophobic and charge-charge interaction with β-sheet and C-term of Fα
respectively. The HTH dimerization is dominated by the hydrophobic interaction of 4α residues.
The protein-DNA interface features 3α interacting with the half sites of C120 DNA. Overall,
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these interactions confirm the new partners in forming dimer-DNA complex different from their
inactive counterpart.

Fig 3.12: Summary of the EL222 LOV-HTH domain arrangements of dark and lightactivated dimer DNA complex. Left panel shows dark state monomer interface highlighted
with colored surface on a grey representative crystal structure. Right panel shows dimerDNA complex model of EL222 in surface view with overlay of differential deuterium uptake of
light-DNA mapped onto it. The top view LOV-LOV interface shows protection at the interface
and the HTH-HTH and HTH-DNA interfaces show similar trend.
3.3. Discussion
Understanding the interdomain arrangements of active states is critical to gain insights
into mechanism of signaling. Although previous studies on isolated domains and some fulllength systems outlined the biophysical details of such interactions for LOV proteins (2, 3, 2634), this study provides a comprehensive overview of both dynamics and structural features of
the light-activated states of a natural full-length LOV system.
Among our findings, we note that our data showing heterogeneity in EL222 chromophore
composition (both in protein alone, and in protein/DNA complexes) is a first to the best of our
knowledge. This observed heterogeneity in dark EL222 FMN loading was completely reversible
with FMN supplementation, while such heterogeneity is still present in the DNA-bound
complexes. With this knowledge, the local dynamics and structural details are probed with FMN
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supplementation. Local HDX provides a detailed understanding of light state structural features
that matched and expanded on the information from earlier studies. Previously, NMR chemical
shift difference analysis suggested the light-induced domain rearrangements highlighting the
residues of A’α, Jα, 4α, and few regions of LOV (6). Here, the peptide deuterium exchange
analysis confirmed the dynamics of these residues and provided greater details into local
unfolding or destabilization of HTH and Jα helices and the LOV domain that remained relatively
stable, showing minimal changes with upon light activation. This detailed information on the
dynamics of light state helps define the structure of this transient state as a domain dissociated
state where stable LOV domain connects to highly flexible and dynamic HTH connected via an
equally conformationally flexible linker domain. To the best of our knowledge, we are presenting
the detailed structural analysis of the light-activated transient state of the full-length system with
the evidence provided by the local HDX from this work and NMR studies from previous work
from Gardner lab (6).
Further, the protection observed through the uptake plots highlighted the stability of
these exposed regions, directly reporting on the conformational dynamics they adopt upon DNA
binding. The ability of local HDX to clearly distinguish between conformational flexibility and
stability of structured peptides based on the amide hydrogen exchange helped in understanding
the differences in conformational dynamics of dark and DNA-bound states. These altered
conformations of the DNA bound state as suggested by local HDX, agrees with earlier studies
that showed monomer's inability to bind DNA. In addition to dynamics, quantitative information
on such structural changes and domain rearrangements in the DNA-bound state is critical in
determining the structure, and DEER provides the inter-and intra-domain distances between
spin pairs.
Furthermore, the mutations identified the residues that changed the dynamics of
activated states, measured directly through functional assays that informed on structurally
essential residues that impacted the EL222 function. There are many examples like NarL (35)
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and VqmA (36), which show the HTH dimerization is critical for binding to DNA, while the
questions about LOV dimerization significance in the dimer-DNA complex remain unresolved.
LOV mutations and functional readouts of K99A, D127A, and L120K of this study highlight LOV
dimerization's importance in forming a functionally active dimer-DNA complex. These mutations
also serve as ambiguous inputs in modeling. The structural information and dynamics from
DEER and HDX, and functional information from mutagenesis served as inputs into integrative
modeling of the DNA bound state. The multidomain flexible HADDOCK modeling used can
directly incorporate inputs from multiple techniques to model the structures. The structural
model derived from integrative HADDOCK modeling confirms the partner swapped model
proposed from the previous study (6) and also reveal newer interactions at the LOV interfaces
involving the A’α, Fα, β-sheet, and HI loop, which is consistent with the protection observed in
local HDX and functional output of mutagenesis. These interactions are unique and different
from the already reported LOV-LOV dimer interfaces of YtvA, VVD, and truncated Aureochrome
(3, 32, 37-39).
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3.4 Supplementary material
Table S3.1: Plasmids used and primer list of the mutants of DEER study
Mutation

Forward Primer

Reverse Primer

Plasmid Template

C70S

5'- GAA GAA GAA AGC GTC GGC CGC
AAT TGC CGA TTC CTG GCA GGT TCC
GGC -3'

5'- ATT GCG GCC GAC GCT TTC TTC TTC
GGA ATA GCC GGT CAG GTC GGT GAA
GGC -3'

EL222WT_pHISGB1

5'- CAG GTC TGC GTC GAC GAC GAC
CAG CCC AAC ATG G-3'
5'- GTG GCA TGC GGC TTC CGC AAC
AAG GAA GTG GCG -3'
5'- CCA TCA ACT GCG CCT TCA CCG
ACC TGA CCG GCT ATT CCG -3'
5'- ACA GGC AGA GCC GGG CCG CCA
CTT CTT TGT TGC -3'

5'- CGT CGA CGC AGA CCT GGC TGC CGA
GGA AAT AGA GAA GCT -3'
5'- CAA GCC GCA TGC CAC CAG CGT CGT
AAC CTC GAC CTG -3'
5'- GTG AAG GCG CAG TTG ATG GCG ATC
AGC GGA TTG TCG GCG -3'
5'- CGG CTC TGC CTG TCG GAG AAA ACC
GTC AAG ATG CAC -3'

5'- CAA GAA GTG CGG CAC GCC GTT
CCG CAA TGC C-3'
5'- TGG CAG GTT GCG GCA CCG AGC
CGT GGC TGA CCG ACA -3'

5'- GTG CCG CAC TTC TTG TAG TTC AGG
EL222C70S_pHISGB1
ATC TCG ACC AGC A-3'
5'- GGT GCC GCA ACC TGC CAG GAA TCG
GCA ATT GCG GCC GA-3'

5'- CAG CCC TGT ATG GGC ATG GCG
CGC CGC GAA C-3'

5'- TGC CCA TAC AGG GCT GGT CGT CGT
CGA CTT CGA CCT G-3'

E130C
S176C
Q57C
G188C
D111C
S81C
N147C
D61C
D127C

Use

DEER

5'- TTC ACC TGT CTG ACC GGC TAT TCC 5'- CGG TCA GAC AGG TGA AGG CCT GGT
GAA GAA GAA AGC GTC -3'
TGA TGG CGA TCA -3'
5'- CTA CGA TTG CGA CGA CGA GCT TCT 5'- TCG TCG TCG CAA TCG TAG ATC GGT
CTA TTT CCT CGG CAG C-3'
GCA ACG AGC ACG G-3'

Table S3.2: Experimental details for DEER samples.
Sample ID

Spin pairs

Concentration
(μM)

UT 23/24
UT 25/26
UT 27/28
UT 29/30
UT 31/32
UT 33/34
UT 35/36
UT 37/38
UT 39/40
UT 41/42
UT 43/44
UT 45/46
UT 47D/48L
UT 49A/50B
UT 51D/52L
UT 53A/54B
UT 55D/56L
UT 57A/58B
UT 59D/60L
UT 61A/62B
UT 63D/64L
UT 65A/66B
UT 67D/68L
UT 69A/70B
UT 71D/72L
UT 73A/74B
UT 75D/76L
UT 77A/78B

57-111
57-111
57-176
57-176
111-188
111-188
57-111
57-111
57-176
57-176
57-188
57-188
127-57
127-57
127-61
127-61
147-188
147-188
147-57
147-57
147-61
147-61
147-81
147-81
81-176
81-176
61-188
61-188

74
74
114
114
90
90
72
72
96
96
104
104
177
136
180
138
180
138
180
138
160
123
177
136
160
136
132
100

DNA

(-)

(-)
(+)
(-)
(+)
(-)
(+)
(-)
(+)
(-)
(+)
(-)
(+)
(-)
(+)
(-)
(+)

Ligand (FMN
added at 1:1 molar Domain
concentration)
(-)
(+)
(-)
LOV-HTH
(+)
(-)
(+)
(-)
LOV-LOV
(+)
(-)
(+)
LOV-HTH
(-)
(+)

Protein
state

Buffer

50 mM sodium
phosphate,
Dark/Light
LOV-LOV
100mM NaCl,
pH6
Jα-HTH

(+)
Jα-LOV

LOV-HTH

62

2H
Glycerol
(%)

D2O (%)

10

90

Table S3.3: Plasmids used and primer list of the mutants of yeast functional assays
Forward Primer

Reverse Primer

5'- CGG CGG CAT GGG TCC TCG
ACC TGA TCG AGG CCA G -3'
5'- CGG CGG AGT GGG TCC TCG
ACC TGA TCG AGG CCA G -3'

5'- ACC CAT GCC GCC GGC GGT
TGC ACC TCA ACG CG -3'
5'- ACC CAC TCC GCC GGC GGT
TGC ACC TCA ACG CG -3'

D31A

5'- GTC CTC GCC CTG ATC GCC
AGC CCG ATC GCA TCG GTC GTG TC 3'

5'- GAT CAG GGC GAG GAC CCA
CTG CGC CGG CGG TTG CAC CTC AAC 3'

D31R

5'- GTC CTC CGC CTG ATC GCC
AGC CCG ATC GCA TCG GTC GTG TC 3'

5'- GAT CAG GCG GAG GAC CCA
CTG CGC CGG CGG TTG CAC CTC AAC 3'

5'- CTC GAC GCG ATC GAG GCC
AGC CCG ATC GCA TCG -3'
5' AGG CCG CCC CGA TCG CAT CGG
TCG TGT CCG ATC C -3'

5'- CTC GAT CGC GTC GAG GAC
CCA CTG CGC CGG C -3'
5'- ATC GGG GCG GCC TCG ATC AGG
TCG AGG ACC CAC TGC -3'

5'- GAG CAC GCA CCG GTG CTG GTC
GAG ATC CTG AAC TAC AAG AAG G -3'
5'- GAG CAC GAC CCG GTG CTG GTC
GAG ATC CTG AAC TAC AAG AAG G -3'
5'- GAG CAC GAA CCG GTG CTG GTC
GAG ATC CTG AAC TAC AAG AAG G -3'

5'- CAC CGG TGC GTG CTC GCG
CAC GCC TTG GCG GAT CT -3'
5'- CAC CGG GTC GTG CTC GCG CAC
GCC TTG GCG GAT CT -3'
5'- CAC CGG TTC GTG CTC GCG
CAC GCC TTG GCG GAT CT -3'

L120K

5'- GCC GTG AAA GTT GCA CCG ATC
TAC GAT GAC GAC GAC GAG -3'

5'- TGC AAC TTT CAC GGC ATT
GCG GAA CGG CGT GCC -3'

D127A

5'- TAC GAT GCC GAC GAC GAG CTT
CTC TAT TTC CTC GGC AGC C -3'

5'- GTC GTC GGC ATC GTA GAT
CGG TGC AAC GAG CAC GG -3'

D127K

5'- TAC GAT AAG GAC GAC GAG CTT
CTC TAT TTC CTC GGC AGC C -3'

5'- GTC GTC CTT ATC GTA GAT CGG TGC
AAC GAG CAC GG -3'

S137A

5'- CTC GGC GCC CAG GTC GAA GTC
GAC GAC GAC CAG CC -3

EL222WT_pHISGB1 and
5'- GAC CTG GGC GCC GAG GAA
Bacterial Overexpression /
ATA GAG AAG CTC GTC GTC GTC ATC G - EB0422_CEN_VP_EL222_C12
Yeast functional Assay
3'
0_YFP_NAT

R152A

5'- ATG GCG GCA CGC GAA CGC GCC
GCG GAA ATG CTC AAG ACG C -3'

5'- TTC GCG TGC CGC CAT GCC
CAT GTT GGG CTG GTC GTC GTC GAC T 3'

5'- AAC CTG GCG ACC AGT GCC
GAT CTG GTG CGC ATT GC -3'
5'- CGT AAG GCC AGT GCC GAT CTG
CTG CGC ATT GCC GCT -3'

5'- ACT GGT CGC CAG GTT GAG
EB0422_CEN_VP_EL222_C12
CTT TTC CAT CAC CAG CCC G -3'
0_YFP_NAT
5'- GCC ACT GCC CTT CAG GTT GAG CTT
TTC CAT CAC CAG CCC -3'

Mutation
Q27A
Q27E

L32A
S36A
K99A
K99D
K99E

K208A
T209A
S210A

5'- AAG ACC GCT GCC GAT CTG
GTG CGC ATT GCC GTC G -3'

5'- ATC GGC AGC GGT CTT CAG
GTT GAG CTT TTC CAT CAC CAG C -3'

A211R

5'- ACC AGT CGA GAT CTG GTG
CGC ATT GCC GTC GAA G -3'

5'- CAG ATC TCG ACT GGT CTT
CAG GTT GAG CTT TTC CAT CAC C -3'

D212A

5'- AGT GCC GCT CTG GTG CGC
ATT GCC GTC GAA GCC GG -3'

5'- CAC CAG AGC GGC ACT GGT
CTT CAG GTT GAG CTT TTC
CAT CAC CAG -'3

V214A
V214I
V214I

5'- GAT CTG GCA CGC ATT GCC GTC
GAA GCC GGA ATC TAA C -3'
5'- GAT CTG ATC CGC ATT GCC GTC
GAA GCC GGA ATC TAA C -3'
5'- GAT CTG ATC CGC ATT GCC GTC
GAA GCC GGA ATC TAA ACT AGT -3'

EB0422_CEN_VP_EL222_C12
0_YFP_NAT

Yeast functional Assay

EL222WT_pHISGB1 and
Bacterial Overexpression /
EB0422_CEN_VP_EL222_C12
Yeast functional Assay
0_YFP_NAT

EB0422_CEN_VP_EL222_C12
0_YFP_NAT

Yeast functional Assay

EL222WT_pHISGB1 and
Bacterial Overexpression /
EB0422_CEN_VP_EL222_C12
Yeast functional Assay
0_YFP_NAT
EB0422_CEN_VP_EL222_C12
0_YFP_NAT

Yeast functional Assay

Yeast functional Assay

EL222WT_pHISGB1 and
Bacterial Overexpression /
EB0422_CEN_VP_EL222_C12
Yeast functional Assay
0_YFP_NAT
EB0422_CEN_VP_EL222_C12
0_YFP_NAT

Yeast functional Assay

EL222WT_pHISGB1 and

5'- AAT GCG GAT CAG ATC GGC
ACT GGT CTT CAG GTT GAG C -3'

EL222WT_pHISGB1
EL222WT_pHISGB1 and
EB0422_CEN_VP_EL222_C12
0_YFP_NAT

5'- CTG GTG GCC ATT GCC GTC GAA
GCC GGA ATC TAA CCA CTT C -3'

5'- GGC AAT GGC CAC CAG ATC
GGC ACT GGT CTT CAG GTT G -3'

A217R

5'- CGC ATT AGA GTC GAA GCC GGA
ATC TAA CCA CTT CTA AAT AAG C -3'

5'- TTC GAC TCT AAT GCG CAC
CAG ATC GGC ACT GGT CTT C -3'

A217R

5'- CGC ATT AGA GTC GAA GCC GGA
ATC TAA ACT AGT GCG GCC GCT TTC
GAA TCT -3'

5'- TTC GAC TCT AAT GCG CAC
CAG ATC GGC ACT GGT CTT C -3'

V218I

Use

5'- AAT GCG TGC CAG ATC GGC ACT GGT EB0422_CEN_VP_EL222_C12
CTT CAG GTT GAG C -3'
0_YFP_NAT
5'- AAT GCG GAT CAG ATC GGC
Bacterial Overexpression /
ACT GGT CTT CAG GTT GAG C -3'
Yeast functional Assay

R215A

V218A

Plasmid Template

EL222WT_pHISGB1 and
Bacterial Overexpression /
EB0422_CEN_VP_EL222_C12
Yeast functional Assay
0_YFP_NAT

5'- ATT GCC GCA GAA GCC GGA ATC 5'- GCT TCT GCG GCA ATG CGC ACC AGA
TAA CCA CTT CTA AAT AAG CG -3'
TCG GCA C -3'
5'- ATT GCC ATT GAA GCC GGA
5'- GCT TCA ATG GCA ATG CGC
ATC TAA CCA CTT CTA AAT AAG CG -3'
ACC AGA TCG GCA C -3'

Yeast functional Assay
EB0422_CEN_VP_EL222_C12
0_YFP_NAT

Bacterial Overexpression /
Yeast functional Assay

V218I

5'- ATT GCC ATT GAA GCC GGA ATC
TAA ACT AGT GCG GCC GCT TTC GA -3'

5'- GCT TCA ATG GCA
ATG CGC ACC AGA TCG GCA C -3'

EL222WT_pHISGB1

E219A

5'- CGT CGC AGC CGG AAT CTA ACC
ACT TCT AAA TAA GCG -3'

5'- CGG CTG CGA CGG CAA TGC GCA
CCA GAT C -3'

EB0422_CEN_VP_EL222_C12
0_YFP_NAT
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Yeast functional Assay
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Fig S3.1: Time domain curves of LOV-HTH, LOV-Jα and Jα-ΗΤΗ spin pairs. Dark
measurements are shown in black, light in red and DNA bound state in green and the
corresponding spin pairs are shown as colored spheres on the dark state crystal structure
(3P7N) in grey.
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Fig S3.2a: Forward scatter and side scatter contour plots of WT control and A’α and
LOV mutants.
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Fig S3.2b: Forward scatter and side scatter contour plots of control and β-sheet, Jα
ΗΤΗ mutants.
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Fig S3.3a: Flow cytometer histograms showing the distributions of yellow
fluorescence protein (YFP) signal intensity. The colored histograms represent YFP
fluorescence in dark and light for WT, controls in grey, A’α mutants in orange and LOV
mutants in blue.
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Fig S3.3b: Flow cytometer histograms showing the distributions of yellow
fluorescence protein (YFP) signal intensity. The colored histograms represent YFP
fluorescence in dark and light state for Jα mutants in brown and HTH mutants in yellow.
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Fig S3.4: First validation of HADDOCK models using experimental distances. The first
validation plots of models represented here on the left show comparison of experimental
distance distribution of DNA bound LOV-HTH spin pairs in dotted grey lines to calculated
inter- and intra-domain distances of each model as solid colored lines. The structure
models corresponding to each plot are represented as cartoon on the right.

Fig S3.5: Second validation of HADDOCK models post loop modeling using
experimental distances. The second validation plots of final model represented here on
the right show comparison of experimental distance distribution of DNA bound LOV-HTH,
LOV-Jα and Jα-HTH spin pairs in dotted grey lines to calculated inter- and intra-domain
distances of each model post loop modeling as solid colored lines. The structure of final
model is represented as cartoon on the left.
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Chapter Four
Mechanistic insights into ligand and light controlled LOV signaling in EL222

4.1 Introduction
The signaling of LOV proteins or members of the larger PAS superfamily can be
generalized as a two-step process, with an initial fast step that involves sensing stimuli and a
subsequent slow step leading to the subsequent domain rearrangements leading to effector
activation. Further, the sensing step can be categorically distinguished as “direct” and “indirect”
sensors, depending on how output depends on changes in the occupancy of a bound ligand. By
this definition, most PAS domains are direct sensors, such as VqmA (1, 2), which shows
functional output at a level proportional to the fraction of the protein which is ligand-bound vs.
ligand-free. In contrast, some PAS domains – including many members of the LOV subclass
like EL222 (3), EL346 (4) and others (5-7) but also heme binding O2 sensory PAS domains (8)–
sense changes in the configuration of a ligand which remains bound to a protein at all time.
Within the LOV domains, this change involves photochemically-dependent changes in whether
the flavin chromophore is non-covalently or covalently bound (and hence, oxidized or reduced)
which trigger the structural changes that alter functional output.
Of the two steps in signaling, the second and slower step can be distinguished by the
types of interactions that are made or broken in response to the activating stimulus (7, 9-12). To
elucidate the mechanism of these steps, we need to know information on both the structures
and dynamics of all parts involved in transmitting signal from the sensor to the output. Although
many previous studies used a range of approaches to understand the dark-light transitions of
LOV proteins, the mechanistic basis of underlying reactions remains underdefined in some
important ways (13-18). To address this gap in knowledge, we need a good test system for
further experiments; EL222 serves this purpose in many ways as it is 1). a simple system with
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both sensor and effector domain in a single, short polypeptide chain of 222 residues (3), 2). has
had extensive structural work done in the dark and lit states (3, 19-21), and 3). has been
adapted into an optogenetic tool with straightforward transcriptional reporter readouts such as
fluorescent proteins (22). Any advances that will be made here will not only contribute to
comprehensive understanding of the dynamics of signaling adding to the structural details
discussed in Chapter 3, but will also aid in the development of new and improved tools.
Additionally, the heterogeneous functional responses in FMN-bound vs. FMN-free EL222
protein discussed in Chapter 3 provides a different dimension to this otherwise simple system.
To understand the dynamics of the slow step of signaling, we will probe functional and structural
details of the EL222 interface by using site-directed mutagenesis.

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Apo EL222 binds DNA in the absence of light
As obtained from high-level heterologous overexpression in E. coli and subsequent
purification, native MS showed a distribution of apo and holo EL222 states in the dark without
FMN reconstitution. We typically observed a slight excess of apo protein (ca. 50-60% of
sample), with the calculated masses matching the molecular weight of respective states (Fig
4.1). We underscore that this distribution simply reflects the ability of substantial quantities of
EL222 to be stably flavin-free in solution, as the experimental process (high level
overexpression in bacteria, followed by ca. 24-48 hr of in vitro purification in flavin-free buffer)
likely influences the distribution from that observed under more native conditions. Probing these
EL222 samples with DNA using SEC MS established that the apo state could bind DNA in the
dark, as confirmed by the presence of isotopic charge state (+16) distribution in dimer region
with a calculated mass equivalent to apo-dimer binding DNA (Fig 4.1).
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Fig 4.1: Apo EL222 binds C120 DNA in the absence of light. Native mass spectra of
EL222 in the dark shows three peaks of +10 charge state with calculated mass of apo (grey
circle), FMN bound holo (yellow circle), and FAD bound holo (green circle), top panel, and
similar distribution of peaks with different intensities representing unbound monomer in the
bottom panel as grey (apo), yellow (holo) squares. The right bottom panel shows the charge
state distribution of dimer DNA complex with calculated mass matching an apo dimer bound
to DNA.

4.2.2 Global HDX-MS provides structural insights of apo EL222
To understand structural aspects of the apo state, we used global HDX-MS to examine
the exchange kinetics of EL222 samples which had not been supplemented with flavin, and
hence contained a substantial quantity of apo protein. These experiments showed a bimodal
distribution, with EX1 kinetics evident in changes we observed in the bimodal peak structure
from 1 min to 5 min exchange times (Fig 4.2a). As discussed in Chapter 3 (Fig 3.1), we know
that the apo EL222 protein can be reconstituted into the holo form on incubating with excess
FMN, leading us to try using this approach for the global HDX-MS experiment to confirm the
identity of the apo species observed in the bimodal distribution. Global HDX-MS spectra of
FMN-supplemented protein showed a unimodal distribution in dark that matched well with the
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less-exchanged peak of non FMN-supplemented spectra, confirming the highly exchanged
species as apo state (Fig 4.2a).

Fig 4.2a: Global HDX-MS
provides structural insights of
apo EL222. Mass spectra of nonsupplemented protein in dark state
(blue) shows a bimodal distribution
at 1 and 5 minutes exchange time
points. In contrast, FMNsupplemented samples show a
unimodal distribution (black) at 1
and 5 minutes deuteration time
points.

To investigate the structural dynamics of these samples with DNA, we tested the DNA
binding in both dark and light state using global HDX-MS. The dark state mass spectra of nonsupplemented EL222 in the presence of DNA showed protection of the highly exchanged peak
that corresponds to apo state (Fig 4.2b, left). In contrast to these simple dark state exchange
kinetics, the light activated EL222 with apo state showed complex dynamics where both apo
and holo states were protected upon binding to DNA unlike in dark, revealing protection as
bimodal distribution compared to its high exchanged state without DNA (Fig 4.2b, right). In
addition, the light state of FMN supplemented EL222 showed simple unimodal distribution with
an exchange rate reflecting the amides protected upon binding to DNA (Fig SI 4.2). We note
that sequence-specific binding was essential for this protection; control experiments with
scrambled DNAs having the same nucleotide composition retained the similar peak distributions
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observed in the absence of DNA (Fig 4.2b). The full range of DNA-bound HDX kinetics for
remaining time points is included in Fig SI 4.2.

Fig 4.2b: EL222 exhibits complex dynamics upon binding to DNA in the present of
Apo state. Mass spectra representing deuteration exchange reveals bimodal distribution in
dark, in the absence of DNA and unimodal distribution with 2:1 molar ratio protein to DNA.
The Scrambled DNA control retains the bimodal distribution similar to unbound protein. The
peak of non-supplemented dark states is represented in blue. Similar to the left panel, the
right panel represents the light state exchange dynamics with and without DNA as shown in
green.

4.2.3 EL222 shows EX1 kinetics in the presence of apo state
The non-supplemented EL222 clearly showed bimodal distribution where the higher
mass apo (peak 2) and lower mass holo (peak 1) proteins interconvert at a rate much slower
than the chemical exchange rate, thereby exhibiting an EX1 regime. With FMN
supplementation, the EL222 showed a unimodal distribution of holo state with EX2 exchange
kinetics. To better characterize these states, the kinetics of both EX1 and EX2 regimes were
derived by plotting the deuteron incorporated as a function of time (1-60 minutes) (23) and fitted
by biexponential equation with a 95% CI (Confidence Interval). We interpret the faster of these
two rate constants as reporting on the most readily accessible amides in loop and unstructured
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regions of the protein, while the slower rate reports on the rate of global unfolding of either
EL222 as a whole or the individual domains. We found that the slow exchange rate constants of
peak2 DS (apo) were comparable to the exchange rates of peak LS1 (holo-light) and LS2 (apolight), suggesting the apo protein shares similar global unfolding stability as the light-activated
holo state; as expected, light did not affect the stability of the chromophore-free apo state (Fig
4.3a). The similar global unfolding and stabilities shared by these states was further

Fig 4.3a: EL222 shows EX1 kinetics in the presence of apo state. The global exchange
profile of non-reconstituted protein shows bimodal distribution (peaks 1 and 2) in dark and lit
state at 1, 5, 10, 30 minutes and 1hour time points are represented in blue and orange,
respectively on the left panel. The right panel represents the dark and light state kinetics of
peak 1 and 2.
emphasized by the similarities by the comparable HDX rates observed with the domaindissociated L120K variant (Fig SI 4.2). This similarity further suggests the global event to be
domain dissociation in all the above-mentioned states. In contrast, the peak1 holo DS species
showed slower rate constant consistent with its native fold. The exchange rates of FMN-
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supplemented EL222 in EX2 showed similar exchange rates as the peak 1 of EX1 regime
further confirming the holo dynamics to be similar in either regime (Fig 4.3b).

Fig 4.3b: Dark, light state kinetics of holo state. The global exchange profile of FMN
reconstituted protein showing unimodal distribution in dark and lit state at 1, 5, 10, and 30minute points are represented in black and red, respectively on the left panel. The right panel
shows the dark and light state kinetics of FMN supplemented EL222.

4.2.4 EL222 in the presence of apo state shows light state like dynamics in dark
As noted above, global HDX-MS data of the apo state shows rapid exchange rates
consistent with reduced stability or folding. To further investigate which regions, contribute to
this increased global exchange, we used local HDX-MS measurements to get information on
deuterium exchange kinetics at the peptide level. We measured HDX exchange profiles of both
non-supplemented and supplemented EL222, with representative heat maps revealing peptides
of the Dα, Εα, Jα and HTH helices showing increased deuteration in non-supplemented EL222
than its supplemented counterpart (Fig 4.4a). The linker domain and HTH helices showed
substantial differences at the earliest time point (1 min), suggesting they could be partially
unfolded in dark consistent with the increased deuterium uptake observed at global level. Unlike
the increased deuteration, few regions of LOV (A’α, HI loop, and IJ loop) showed more
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protection in non-supplemented EL222 when compared to supplemented version, suggesting
their possible involvement in dimer interactions as those regions are shown at the interface in
the dimer-DNA complex model developed Chapter 3 (Fig 4.4a).

Fig 4.4a: EL222 in the presence of apo state shows light state like dynamics in dark.
Heat maps show deuteration overview of non-supplemented and FMN supplemented EL222
in dark at 1, 5, 10 and 30-minutes exposure time. The deuterium exchange of overlapping
peptides is color coded from blue to red to represent deuteration level between 10-90%.

4.2.5 Local HDX reveals two state dynamics of EL222 in dark.
As noted in section 4.5, we saw evidence of local unfolding or destabilization more
prominently in the linker and HTH helices in non-FMN supplemented protein. To further our
understanding of these effects, we examined the deuterium uptake profiles of individual
peptides from EL222 samples either with or without FMN supplementation. The dark state
exchange profiles of peptides in dark state conditions revealed bimodal distributions as
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represented here in Jα and 4α while A’α showed a unimodal distribution (other helices of HTH
showed similar trend). This observed bimodality of non-supplemented EL222 follows EX1
kinetics and is clearly a consequence of the presence of highly-exchanging apo state. However,
an unexpected observation from fully FMN-supplemented EL222 was the presence of
bimodality in both Jα and 4α helices (Fig 4.4b). These EX1 kinetics suggest the presence of fast
interconverting conformational states in these regions, further confirming two state dynamics
(even in the presence of FMN supplementation!), possibly resembling a structural breathing
motion of the linker and HTH helices while the LOV core stayed intact.

Fig 4.4b: Local HDX-MS reveals two state dynamics of EL222 in dark. The selected
charge state spectra cover the peptides of A’α, Jα and 4α with and without FMN
supplementation in dark state. The isotopic distribution of individual peptide representing the
change in mass per charge as a function of time (0, 1, 5, 10 and 30 minutes).
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4.2.6 Functional characterization of interface mutants
Next, we explored dynamics of the LOV/HTH interface by mutating the residues
connecting A’α, β-sheet, Jα and 4α through a network of hydrogen bonds and other interactions.
Here, we primarily focus on S137, R152, D212, and R215, all of which participate in the
hydrogen bond network between LOV (A’α, β-sheet), linker (Jα), and HTH (4α) regions in the
dark state structure (Fig 4.5a). We mutated each of these residues individually to alanine and
used the yeast-based transcriptional reporter assay to monitor the EL222-driven expression of
YFP using flow cytometry and/or microplate reader. The functional output of all mutants is
presented as heat maps in Chapter 3, but here we focus our discussion on mutants with
relevant structural significance.
Histograms of the cellular transcription responses showed robust light-induced
expression of WT while two of the interface mutants, S137A and D212A, were constitutively
active regardless of illumination (Fig 4.5b). These two mutants occupy opposite ends of the
interface, the former interacting with R215 and latter forming an interface with A’α (Fig 4.5a).
Unlike these two, the alanine mutant of the Jα interacting R152 showed a WT expression
pattern suggesting no substantial role in modulating the structure in response to light (Fig 4.5b).
The most unexpected result from this study was the R215A light inactivity, which we initially
hypothesized to be constitutively active, like its partner S137A. This output suggested another
possible role for this residue beyond that observed in the dark state LOV/HTH interface seen in
the crystal structure. To validate such a possibility, we generated both of the R152A/R215A and
D212A/R215A double mutants and tested them in the transcriptional reporter assay. In both
cases, adding the R215A mutant rendered the double mutants as light state dead, showing no
activity in the presence or absence of light, akin to the parent R215A mutation alone (Fig 4.5c).
This further confirms that R215 might have another role in altering the structure of light activated
DNA complexes. We obtained our first mechanistic insights into this effect by using native MS to
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assay the DNA-binding ability of interface mutants, finding that the S137A and D212A mutants
formed dimer-DNA complexes while the R215A mutant showed no binding even when
illuminated (Fig 4.5d).

Fig 4.5: Functional characterization of interface mutants. a. Residue interactions at the
interface of EL222 dark state. b. Histograms represent total YFP expression of the WT and
different mutants in dark and light; WT EL222 in grey, and mutants S137A, D212A and
R215A in yellow, green and magenta, respectively. c. Bar graph show YFP activity of double
mutants with respective controls; dark state activity in black and light state in red. d. The
mass spectra reveal the charged state distribution with mass matching dimer-DNA complex
for WT in light and for mutants S137A and D212A in dark. R215A in light shows no spectra in
the DNA bound region of m/z. The color scheme shows WT complex in green and the
mutants in S137A, D212A and R215A in yellow, green and magenta, respectively.
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4.2.7 Structural characterization of interface mutants
To evaluate the structural characteristics of interface mutants and elucidate their
mechanistic significance in signaling, we used NMR and HDX-MS. Prior to these structural
studies, we measured the FMN dark state reversion kinetics for all mutants at 17ºC and pH 6,
finding faster kinetics for S137A and R215A compared to WT and D212A (Table SI1). We

Fig 4.6a: Structural characterization of interface mutants. Each panel from top to bottom
show the overlay of mutant 15N/1H HSQC spectra with WT dark. The mutant spectra are
color coded as yellow, teal, and magenta for S137, D212 and R215 respectively and WT
dark control is shown in black.
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collected 15N/1H HSQC spectra for each of the 15N-labeled mutants in dark and light along with a
WT control. Comparing the spectra of dark and mutants revealed a global overview of changes
induced by each of the mutations. Among the mutants, we observed the most substantial
chemical shift and peak intensity changes in the R215A mutant, which we attribute to
conformational changes (Fig 4.6a, panel 3). By comparison, the other two mutants, S137 and
D212, show moderate to minimal changes in peak shifts respectively (Fig 4.6a panel 1 and 2).
To examine these changes more closely, we transferred the previously-obtained dark state
EL222 chemical shifts (Nash et al., 2011) to compare with mutant peaks in the surrounding
space. Comparative analyses of the assigned peaks of dark state with each of the mutants

Fig 4.6b: Selected peaks corresponding to A’a, Hb, Ib from LOV domain and 4a(HTH)
domain show chemical shift perturbations. The peaks are color coded to represent WT in
black, S137A in yellow, D212A in teal and R215A in magenta.
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corresponding to A’α, β-sheet (Hβ, Iβ) and 4α revealed significant perturbations to the peaks of
β-sheet and 4α, yet minimal changes to peaks of A’α. The peaks arising from the R215A protein
were missing from both β-sheet and 4α residues suggesting large scale conformational changes
of these regions which are in direct association with this mutation. Similarly, S137A was missing
peaks in most of the residues of β-sheet and 4α, strongly suggesting that these mutations might
have changed the conformational landscape of the interface in dark (Fig 4.6b, yellow and
magenta). Analysis of D212A showed some peak broadening, but more substantially many
chemical shift changes consistent with an altered conformation (Fig 4.6b, blue). These changes
are very different from the observed changes of S137A and R215A, both of which share
interactions at the interface. This further confirms that the two have different modes of action in
triggering the conformational changes.
4.2.7.1 Constitutively active mutants increase the conformational flexibility of Jα and HTH
helices.
For comprehensive understanding of these structural changes of these mutants, we
performed local HDX-MS and calculated the peptide-level deuterium uptake of each of the
mutants in dark and light state. To further simplify these results and give a comparative
perspective of the changes, we averaged the percent deuteration of peptides defined by the
secondary structure and plotted the averages as a function of time (60, 300 and 600 seconds)
for each of the mutants and WT. Changes induced by mutations in dark were compared to WT
dark and light to see if the pattern of deuteration provided structural clues of these mutants,
specifically to see if they were reminiscent of dark-like or light-like structural features. This
analysis is further categorized into two sets for better understanding of these complex data –
constitutively active mutants (S137A and D212A) with WT (dark/light) (Fig 4.7a, b, and c) and
light state dead mutant (R215A) with WT (dark/light) (Fig 4.8a, b, and c). Comparing the
constitutively active mutants with WT (dark/light) revealed the deuteration averages were more
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or less consistent with light state for most of the LOV domain (Fig 4.7a), except for Hβ and Iβ
where the observed deuteration profiles did not match either dark or light and showed more
protection suggesting a possible alternative conformation (Fig 4.7b). Although both of the

Fig 4.7a: Constitutively active mutants show lit state local dynamics in A’a and LOV
domain. Plot showing comparison of % deuteration averaged of WT peptides in dark and
light and mutants S137A and D212A. Each bar covers peptides within defined boundaries of
secondary structure of A’a and LOV domain. Average deuteration are color coded
representing WT dark in black, light in red, S137A in yellow and D212A in teal.
constitutively active mutants showed similar trends for the LOV domain, they exhibited opposite
effects for N-terminal A’α helix where S137A was more protected and D212A was more
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deuterated when compared dark and light respectively. The uptrend in A’α deuteration of D212
suggested the release of helices from the β sheet. The exchange profiles of linker domain and

Fig 4.7b: Constitutively active mutants show lit state local dynamics in LOV b-Sheet
scaffold. Plot showing comparison of % deuteration averaged of WT peptides in dark and
light and mutants S137A and D212A. Each bar covers peptides within defined boundaries of
secondary structure of LOV b-Sheet scaffold. Average deuteration are color coded
representing WT dark in black, light in red, S137A in yellow and D212A in teal.
HTH helices of both mutants showed more substantial increase in deuteration compared to dark
with more resemblance to the exchange patterns of light state suggesting their conformational
space in dark to be same as that of the light state (Fig 4.7c). Both mutants showed protection of
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these exposed helices in dark (Jα and HTH) upon binding to DNA (Fig SI 4.3), agreeing well
with their substantial dark state activity.

Fig 4.7c Constitutively active mutants show lit state local dynamics in the Ja helix and
HTH domain. Plot showing comparison of % deuteration averaged of WT peptides in dark
and light and mutants S137A and D212A. Each bar covers peptides within defined
boundaries of secondary structure of Ja and HTH helices. Average deuteration are color
coded representing WT dark in black, light in red, S137A in yellow and D212A in teal.
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4.2.7.2 R215A mutation induces destabilization of core β-sheet, Jα and HTH helices.
We performed similar comparative analyses for R215A where the averages of percent
deuteration of R215A secondary structure elements were compared to WT in dark and light.
The changes analyzed for inactive mutant in dark mostly matched with the light state pattern in
LOV domain except the difference observed in Dα-Eα and EF loop, where the former showed
increased deuteration than dark and light and latter attained max deuteration at the earliest time

Fig 4.8a: Comparative deuteration analysis of light inactive mutant unfolds local
dynamics in A’a and LOV domain. Plot showing comparison of % deuteration averaged of
WT peptides in dark, light and mutant R215A. Each bar covers peptides within defined
boundaries of secondary structure of A’a and LOV domain. Average deuteration are color
coded representing WT dark in black, light in red, R215A in magenta.
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point with no change for later time points (Fig 4.8a). The N-terminal A’α deuteration pattern for
this mutant exhibited similar changes as dark and light (Fig 4.8a).
The effect of mutation on the β-sheet scaffold is substantial as the observed exchange
pattern showed increased deuteration of Gβ when compared to either dark or light and Iβ with
max deuteration at the earliest time point (Fig 4.8b). In addition, HI and IJ loops show increased
protection than reported by dark or light (Fig 4.8b) and the exchange averages of the Jα and

Fig 4.8b: Comparative deuteration analysis of light inactive mutant unfolds local
dynamics in b-sheet scaffold. Plot showing comparison of % deuteration averaged of WT
peptides in dark, light and mutant R215A. Each bar covers peptides within defined
boundaries of secondary structure of b-sheet scaffold. Average deuteration are color coded
representing WT dark in black, light in red, R215A in magenta.
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HTH helices showed the secondary structure elements reaching max deuteration at the earliest
time point with no change thereafter (Fig 4.8c). The observed increased deuteration over time
observed in Dα-Eα and Gβ directly implicates them as highly dynamic and conformationally

Fig 4.8c: Comparative deuteration analysis of light inactive mutant unfolds local
dynamics in Ja and HTH domain. Plot showing comparison of percent deuteration
averaged of WT peptides in dark, light and mutant R215A. Each bar covers peptides within
defined boundaries of secondary structure of Ja and HTH domain. Average deuteration are
color coded representing WT dark in black, light in red, R215A in magenta.
flexible regions in the inactive R215A mutant compared to the dark and light states. Additionally,
the max deuteration changes observed in Iβ, Jα and HTH helices were interpreted as
destabilized or locally unfolded secondary structure elements. This mutation significantly
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impacted the structure and dynamics with observed changes interpreted as possibly affecting
the interdomain interface and the cavity dynamics. The heatmaps of light and DNA-bound states
when compared to dark state revealed no changes to overall deuteration exchange pattern (Fig
SI 4.3) consistent with the results observed here, showing max deuteration in many structural
elements and also functional inactivity in the presence of light.
4.2.8. Interface mutations show allosteric control over FMN-binding.
The presence of apo state in non-supplemented EL222 and fast exchanging
conformational states in fully FMN-supplemented EL222 hinted at a possible moderate affinity of
this protein to its ligand (FMN). The mutations also revealed some changes impacting the
secondary structure elements near the cavity. To further explore this linkage between cavity
stability and chromophore affinity, we determined the KD of FMN binding with SEC-MS. The
conversion of the apo state to holo state was assessed by titrating the non-supplemented
protein with increasing concentrations of FMN ranging between 0 to 40 μM (Fig 4.9a). The
relative populations of the apo and holo states were calculated from area under each peak to
get accurate measurements which are further used to calculate the fraction bound (=
apo/apo+holo) and plotted against concentration of the FMN (Fig 4.9b). The calculated KD of
WT revealed a low micromolar affinity (1.4 μΜ). We similarly extracted KDs of mutants using
SEC-MS (Fig 4.9a), observing 2-15-fold increases in KD compared to WT with greater increases
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observed in the mutations on the opposite sides of the interface, suggesting an allosteric control
over cavity dynamics.

Fig 4.9: Determination of FMN binding affinity using SEC-MS. Panel A represents mass
spectra of WT in black and mutants (S137A in Yellow, D212A in teal and R215A in magenta)
in dark state titrated with different concentration of FMN ranging from 0-40 µM. The signal of
bound state increases with increasing concentrations of FMN. Panel B shows fraction bound
versus different FMN concentrations. KD and Bmax values are derived from the inserted
equation in the plot. The relevant mutations are shown as color coded spheres on the dark
state crystal structure.
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4.2.9 FMN supplementation reveals ligand control over DNA binding.
As we have shown, WT EL222 binds to DNA in the dark in the absence of FMN but
requires light in the presence of FMN. The constitutively-active interface mutants bound DNA in
dark which incidentally shows decreased affinity to FMN. To see if there was any correlation
between ligand and DNA complex formation, we used a constitutively active mutant as a test
case for its ability to bind DNA in dark. The formation of dimer-DNA complex was probed
against increasing concentration range of FMN from 0-40 μΜ. Adding DNA to the D212A (2:1
protein to DNA molar ratio) revealed a decreasing ability to form dimer DNA complexes with

Fig 4.10: FMN reconstitution reverses dark state binding of constitutively active
mutants. Left panel shows mass spectra representing apo and holo state dynamics of
D212A with FMN titration (0-40µM). The right panel shows corresponding DNA bound
complex spectra in green and the unbound monomer unbound monomer in black. The
monomers peaks are deconvoluted and represented in Daltons while the corresponding DNA
complex peaks are shown as m/z distributions with calculated mass matching apo dimerDNA complex.
increasing FMN concentration (Fig 4.10). This not only confirmed the ligand control over DNA
binding affinity, but also showed that the effect of this mutation is reversible with FMN
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supplementation suggesting a bidirectional allostery where the interface controls FMN affinity
and FMN binding controls the HTH.

Fig 4.11: Proposed models to summarize mechanistic insights into LOV signaling. The
left panel shows the ligand-controlled dynamics and right panel reveals the light-controlled
signaling dynamics of EL222.

4.3 Discussion
Our findings showed detailed structural and functional characterization of apo state
using SEC-MS and HDX-MS. One of the revelations of this analysis of apo state is its ability to
bind DNA in the absence of light (Fig 4.1 and 4.3), which is reported for the first time to the best
of our knowledge. With the apo state capable of interacting with DNA, we speculated that it
might adopt a domain-dissociated state to facilitate DNA binding, relieved of the steric hindrance
observed in the FMN-bound dark state crystal structure. Global HDX analysis provided evidence
in support of this hypothesis, showing higher deuterium incorporation indicative of domain
dissociation state. Furthermore, the comparative EX1 and EX2 kinetic analysis of holo, apo and
L120K showed comparable rate constants amongst the latter which are very different from the
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observed faster rate constant of intact holo (Fig 4.3 and Fig SI 4.2). Further, detailed structural
analysis using local HDX measurements revealed bimodal distribution in linker domain and HTH
regions suggesting apo and holo equilibrium; it was rather unexpected to see FMN
supplemented peptides showing similar bimodality in linker and HTH domain described as
breathing motion of the secondary structure elements (Fig 4.4). This kind of motion is observed
in AsLOV2 in its inactive state (12, 24), which led us to speculate if this could be found in other
known LOV/PAS systems or if it is unique to certain ones. With the structural insights into apo
state, we turned to mutagenesis to further our understanding of slow step dynamics of signaling
by primarily focusing on the residues at the interface. For this, we used a yeast transcriptional
reporter assay to read the functional output of these mutations in cells. The interacting residues
at the interface of dark state were derived from the crystal structure (PDB ID:3p7n), building on
prior studies of mutants at the interface (L120K and S137Y) affecting the inter domain
arrangements and thereby releasing the HTH domain (3, 25). Both of these were shown to shift
the equilibrium towards DNA binding as reported by EMSA assays. Among these interface
mutants used in this study, a Jα mutant (R152A) showed no effective functional output, two of
them (S137A and D212A) showed dark state activity and the other one (R215A) is light state
inactive (Fig 4.5). The detailed structural analysis of these mutants revealed some critical
information on signaling where the active mutants reveal their dark state binding is a
consequence of the light state like conformational dynamics, shifting the equilibrium towards
DNA binding. These mutants being on the opposite side of the interface achieve the same
outcome by operating on two different modes from their own space — S137 by directly
disrupting the interface and D212A by allosterically regulating the cavity dynamics to shift the
equilibrium towards DNA binding. Additionally, the low micromolar KDs and reversible ligand
control of DNA binding provides evidence supporting the allosteric control of D212A.
The light active mutant R215A structural analysis reveals its structural significance at the
interface and maintaining the overall stability of the HTH and linker domain further emphasizing
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the importance of stable HTH in complex formation (Fig 4.8). Combining all the information to
summarize the major outcomes of this study:
●

New information on the sensing module of EL222 where the LOV domain can function
as a hybrid sensor module —as a direct sensor as seen in VqmA and TetR (1, 2, 26)
where DNA binding is controlled by ligand binding and as an indirect module like any
other LOV domain where the ligand is non covalently bound in the cavity and light acts
as a second layer of control (Fig 4.11). This is very different from that observed in
N.crassa Vivid, which reportedly responds to two stimuli (redox and light) both in the
presence of ligand (27). Since, LOV of EL222 is capable of operating on both modes, it
can be called a hybrid sensor module. This will open up many interesting approaches in
tool development.

● The characterization of heterogeneity is shown to be critical to help address the noise
problem often observed in tools developed based on EL222. The importance of better
understanding of this noise state is evident from the newer tools developed based on
mutant of EL222 to enhance the signal tapping into the long lived AQtrip mutant showed
significantly increased background (https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.01.07.425755) which
could be speculated as the increase in apo state as a result of this mutant which need
to be tested.
●

This detailed analysis of the interface and allosteric control of cavity dynamics showed
the presence of FMN to make the light switch steeper and more binary and less leaky
expression which will help develop better tools with less noise.
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4. 4 Supplementary Information
Table S4.1: Dark state recovery kinetics of EL222 and mutants.

Fig S4.1: EL222 shows complex exchange dynamics in the presence of apo state in
contrast to FMN supplemented light state. Left panel shows the DNA bound exchange
dynamics of non-FMN supplemented protein in dark and light at 1min, 5min, 10min and
30min as represented in blue and light green. The right panel represents the same for FMN
supplemented protein in the presence of light in dark green.
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Fig S4.2: Kinetics of apo and domain dissociated mutant L120K. The Peak 2
representing apo state is shown as grey in dark and light in red; L120K dark in black and
light in magenta.
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Fig S4.3: Heat map representing the overview of deuterium exchange of mutants in
dark, light and DNA bound states. The deuterium uptake of WT and mutants (S137A,
D212A and R215A) measured at 1, 5, and 10 min time points is represented in the heat map
above with overlapping peptides color coded from blue to red to represent deuteration level
between 10-90%.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Understanding the universality of N-/C-cap and β-sheet allosteric control over
signal propagation by an engineered PAS/HTH system.
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Chapter Five
Understanding the universality of N-/C-cap and β-sheet allosteric control over signal
propagation by an engineered PAS/HTH system similar to EL222.
Note: The work presented in this chapter is part of the manuscript entitled as “Use of
High Pressure NMR Spectroscopy to Rapidly Identify Proteins with Internal Ligand-Binding
Voids” and is currently under revision for publication. A pre-peer reviewed version is available at
bioRxiv (DOI: 10.1101/2020.08.25.267195). The resulting publication is part of a collaborative
project resulting in a new method that provides a rapid and useful way to rapidly assess
otherwise hidden dynamic architectures of protein that reflect fundamental properties associated
with ligand binding and control. The text and figures of the manuscript are reproduced here
verbatim to provide full context to the work.
Apart from helping with the manuscript writing, I contributed experimental work by the
cloning of the N-terminal PAS domain of the Rhizobium etli histidine kinase RE356 (“RE137”)
and developing an expression and purification protocol for this protein, letting it serve as one of
the candidates to evaluate this new method. Additionally, I was able to further characterize the
resulting protein, including SEC-MALS analysis and 2D 1H/15N NMR experiments to estimate
the molecular weight and stability of the protein (Fig. S1 and S2). SEC-MALS indicated that
RE137 is dimeric, unlike the monomeric full-length RE356 protein. 2D 1H/15N NMR experiments
revealed well-dispersed peaks and modest temperature-dependent peak shifts suggesting that
the protein is well-folded and behaved for further studies including pressure-dependent cavity
analysis and ligand binding. Despite lacking structural data, RE137 served as one of many
examples for evaluating high pressure NMR as a tool to identify substantial total void volumes
within PAS proteins and whether small molecule ligands can bind them. This high throughput
screening method used the non-linear pressure-induced chemical shift effects at backbone
amide 1H and 15N nuclei as part of the analysis (Fig 5.5). This analysis predicted that apo
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RE137 contained approximately 2800 Å3 total void volume, consistent with potentially having a
cavity that could bind a small molecule.
Following this lead, a ligand screen, using series of 1D 19F and R2(CPMG)-filter NMR
experiments, was set up to identify potential targets from within a small-directed library of
fluorinated compound fragments. Out of 99 fluorinated compounds, 59 passed initial screening
for experimental setup and further tested for binding. Amongst these 59 compounds, 19 of them
showed observable broadening or disappearance of 19F signals suggesting a possible
interaction with RE137 at high concentrations (Fig. S3). In the following study, two compounds
(identified as compounds 15 and 47), showed a decrease in void volume suggestive of RE137
binding both compounds (Fig 5.5.B). With these two possible triggers identified, RE137 could be
further developed to newer engineered systems by coupling it with effector domains from other
systems like the HTH domain of EL222.
The unfinished work from this chapter – the development of engineered PAS/HTH to
understand the universality of regulation and as a tool for alternative control of gene expression
– will be incorporated in Chapter Six as future directions.

Citation: Gagné, D., Azad, R., Edupuganti, U.R., Williams, J., Aramini, J.M., Akasaka, K. and
Gardner K.H. Use of high-pressure NMR spectroscopy to rapidly identify proteins with internal
ligand-binding voids. Manuscript under review; available at bioRxiv (DOI:
10.1101/2020.08.25.267195).
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5.1 Abstract
Small molecule binding within internal cavities provides a way to control protein function and
structure, as exhibited in numerous natural and artificial settings. Unfortunately, most ways to
identify suitable cavities require high-resolution structures a priori and may miss potential cryptic
sites. Here we address this limitation via high-pressure solution NMR spectroscopy, taking
advantage of the distinctive nonlinear pressure-induced chemical shift changes observed in
proteins containing internal cavities and voids. We developed a method to rapidly characterize
such nonlinearity among backbone 1H and 15N amide signals without needing to have
sequence-specific chemical shift assignments, taking advantage of routinely available 15Nlabeled samples, instrumentation, and 2D 1H/15N HSQC experiments. From such data, we find
a strong correlation in the site-to-site variability in such nonlinearity with the total void volume
within proteins, providing insights useful for prioritizing domains for ligand binding and indicating
mode-of-action among such protein/ligand systems. We suggest that this approach provides a
rapid and useful way to rapidly assess otherwise hidden dynamic architectures of protein that
reflect fundamental properties associated with ligand binding and control.

5.2 Significance Statement
Many proteins can be regulated by internally binding small molecule ligands, but it is
often not clear a priori which proteins are controllable in such a way. Here we describe a rapid
method to address this challenge, using solution NMR spectroscopy to monitor the response of
proteins to the application of high pressure. While the locations of NMR signals from most
proteins respond to high pressure with linear chemical shift changes, proteins containing
internal cavities that can bind small molecule ligands respond with easily identified non-linear
changes. We demonstrate this approach on several proteins and protein/ligand complexes,
suggesting that it has general utility.
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5.3 Introduction
Small molecule cofactors and ligands play critical roles in controlling protein structure
and function, the understanding of which often gives insight both into natural and artificial
modes of regulation. Of particular interest are identifying sites where the irregular structures of
proteins give rise to cavities, voids and other features which can serve as internal sites for such
compounds to bind (Fig. 1) and allosterically control protein structure and function (1, 6, 8-10).
The traditional method to identify such locations – high resolution X-ray crystallography, ideally
with better than 2 Å resolution to aid the identification of internally bound waters – can be
powerful, particularly when combined with computational analyses for cavity identification (5, 1117) or experimentally solving multiple structures of proteins soaked with different organic
solvents or small molecule fragments (18, 19). Accordingly, this approach relies on having welldiffracting crystals, which are not always available for all systems and can be time-consuming to
produce even when successful.
As an alternative method to experimentally determine which proteins might contain
internal cavities suitable for ligand binding, we explored the potential for using high pressure
solution NMR to do so. We thought this approach might be useful given the need for proteins to
undergo dynamic changes to allow for ligand binding within pre-existing internal cavities and
voids (Fig. 5.1). While such changes may occur rarely at ambient pressure, elevated pressure
will easily increase the equilibrium populations of the less populated, low-volume conformers
associated with hydration of cavities and voids (20). Such low-lying excited state conformers
(N’), if present, will usually equilibrate with the ground state folded conformer (N) rapidly on the
NMR time scale (τ<<ms), giving rise to averaged single peaks in multidimensional spectra
which exhibit non-linear chemical shift changes as pressure affects the N ⇌ N’ equilibrium (21).
Based on prior work by several groups (21-24), we anticipated that this effect might be easily
detected by solution NMR at pressures in the 1000-2000 bar range, below the pressures which
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Fig 5.1: Example of internal ligand binding cavity and computational analysis. A.
Example of protein/ligand complex utilizing an internal cavity (HIF-2a PAS-B, PDB: 3f1o (6))
that is sequestered over 6 Å from solvent. In the apo- form of this protein (not shown), a preformed 290 Å3 cavity with 8 crystallographically-ordered water molecules is present at this site.
B. Schematic definitions of cavities, voids, and algorithm used by ProteinVolume (5) as used
for Fig. 3 and onwards in the manuscript. We refer to cavities as internal openings larger than
a single water molecule (V > 30 Å3 (7)), while voids are more generally non-protein filled
spaces that include cavities along with other types of packing defects distributed throughout
and around a protein. With a protein structure available (gray), the total void volume can be
straightforwardly calculated by the difference of the solvent-excluded volume of a protein
(generated by rolling probes over the molecular surface, typically with water-sized radii) and
the volume taken by protein atoms = volume under blue surface minus gray volume (5).
typically partially or completely unfold proteins (21, 25, 26).
To evaluate this approach, we examined the effects of high hydrostatic pressure on the
NMR chemical shifts of a collection of protein domains and protein/ligand complexes. Many of
these proteins are members of the Per-ARNT-Sim (PAS) family of ligand-controlled
protein/protein interaction domains, which often internally bind different small molecule cofactors
to sensitize them to environmental factors like O2, light, and xenobiotics (27, 28). Changes to
the occupancies or configurations of these cofactors trigger conformational changes in the
surrounding protein, regulating the activity of various effector domains in natural and engineered
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proteins (28, 29). While a number of high-resolution structures of apo- and ligand-bound PAS
domains have been solved, these models and predictions which can be made from them can
provide insights into only a small fraction of the many thousands of “orphan” PAS domains
without known ligands. Complementing these proteins, we added additional proteins and
protein/ligand complexes from a wide range of domain types – including some which are known
to bind ligands internally, some not – to establish the generality of this approach for quickly
probing protein structure and function.
Here we test the ability of high-pressure NMR to rapidly identify void-containing proteins,
with three key advances. First, by analyzing pressure titration data from over 40 proteins and
protein/ligand complexes, we show that an easily accessible metric – how differently sites within
a protein respond to increasing pressure, as assessed by the diversity of non-linear chemical
shift perturbations observed in a simple titration without requiring site-specific assignments –
correlates well with the void volume within a protein. We find that this metric is robust enough to
predict total void volume on its own, allowing the prioritization of potential ligand-binding
capability amongst several targets. Second, we demonstrate that internal ligand binding within
a protein can reduce this heterogeneity, quickly providing information on ligand binding and, in
certain cases, mode of action. Finally, we illustrate how this method can also be used to rapidly
assess the impact of point mutations/repacking, such as those used to fill or generate cavities to
facilitate artificial control, on the prevention or enabling of water entry. Taken together, our data
show the general utility of these rapidly acquired, easily analyzed data to provide this important
biophysical characterization of new proteins.

5.4 Results
5.4.1 Evaluation of non-linear NMR chemical shift responses to high pressure
We began by examining the pressure dependence of NMR signals from a set of well-
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characterized proteins using the workflow in Fig. 5.2. For each U-15N labeled protein sample,
we acquired 1H/15N HSQC spectra at increasingly higher pressures from 20-2500 bar. After
each individual dataset was acquired at high pressure, we lowered the pressure to 20 bar and
acquired a spectrum to confirm the reversibility of conformational changes; after any sign of
irreversible changes in peak intensity or location, the pressure series was stopped. These
series were typically composed of 21 spectra each taking 60 min apiece, for a total of
approximately 21 hr. Post-processing, peaks were picked and the pressure dependence of
changes of their 1H and 15N chemical shifts were independently fit to a second-order polynomial
equation:
di = ai + bip + cip2 (Eq. 1)
As established by Akasaka and co-workers (21, 25), the linear (bi) and nonlinear (ci)
coefficients of these pressure responses reflect different properties of each protein. To evaluate
various analyses of these data, we examined an initial group of nine proteins (“test set”) with
high resolution structures with total void volumes ranging from approximately 1500-8500 Å3 as
assessed by Protein Volume (5). This approach provides a sum of the volumes of a wide array
of packing defects, cavities, etc. regardless of their size or distribution within a protein structure
by simply calculating the difference between the solvent-accessible volume of a protein and the
volume occupied by protein atoms (Fig. 5.1B). Pressure titration data were additionally
recorded from more than 30 additional proteins and protein ligand complexes, with varying
degrees of structural information to build the “complete set” of data for subsequent analyses.
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Fig 5.2: Workflow of pressure NMR analyses. For each protein analyzed, 1H/15N HSQC
spectra were acquired at increasing pressures from 20-2500 bar, interleaving additional
spectra at 20 bar between those at higher pressure to assess protein reversibility. Following
processing, peaks were picked, and chemical shifts monitored as a function of increasing
pressure. Independently treating 1H and 15N movements, the pressure-dependent chemical
shift changes of each peak are Fig. 5.3: Increasing diversity of non-linear pressure dependent
chemical shift changes correlates with increased void volume.he nonlinear (ci) coefficients
include either plotting ci values as a function of residue number (for proteins with backbone
chemical shift assignments) to identify regions with likely pressure-dependent conformational
changes or to simply generate histograms of ci values to give a quick initial characterization of
likely ability to adopt multiple folded conformations.
As an initial analysis, we examined the absolute values of the two chemical shift
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coefficients (|bi|, |ci|), separately averaged over all backbone amide protons and nitrogens
(typically 25-125) within each protein. From these analyses, we confirmed that the averaged 1H
and 15N |bi| values were fairly uniform across proteins with less than two-fold variation, while the
corresponding |ci| values varied over 4-10-fold ranges (Fig. S4). These data expand the original
data sets of Akasaka and Li (25) from seven proteins and complexes to over 40 total, add an
independent measurement and analysis of the GB1 protein to assess the impact of different
equipment, labs, and software for data acquisition and analyses (e.g. 750 MHz in Kobe
University by K.A.; 700-800 MHz in New York by K.H.G.), and support the original
interpretations that the linear |bi| component is relatively fixed among systems while |ci| depends
on a protein-specific feature (25).
Further investigating these pressure-dependent chemical shift changes, we noted a
trend towards proteins with larger total void volumes having both higher ci values (Fig. S4) and
a greater range of individual residue-specific ci parameters than proteins with smaller voids,
both of which we thought might reflect a more heterogenous structural response. While the
larger ci values are captured by the previously-described average |ci| parameter (25), we
examined several ways to quantitate the heterogeneity in ci values, settling on a combination of
histograms and the standard deviation of the ci (stdev(ci)). While the correlation between
average |ci| and stdev(ci) values for amide 1H and 15N shifts (Fig. S5) suggest similarities
between the two metrics, we opted to proceed using stdev(ci) to take advantage of the larger
range of values provided by dropping the absolute value operation. We also observed a high
correlation between the stdev(ci) values of 1H and 15N (Fig. S6), suggesting that non-linear shift
changes of either nucleus report on pressure-induced changes despite differences in the
structural factors which influence them (30). Our subsequent analyses utilized stdev(ci) of 15N
chemical shift changes (= stdev(ci [15N])), which are thought to be most strongly influenced by
changes in backbone torsion angles (25, 30).
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To examine the linkage of stdev(ci) to total void volume, we measured the nonlinear
components (ci [15N]) of a test set of nine proteins (with one, GB1, repeated in duplicate) with
known structures and a range of total void volumes (Fig. 5.3). Histograms of stdev(ci)
parameters exhibited the previously-mentioned variability, with proteins having larger total void
volumes typically having broader distributions than those with smaller total void volumes (Fig
5.3 inset). We interpreted this trend as stemming from voids enabling proteins to increasingly
shift from the native N conformation to a second folded N’ conformation under pressure,

Fig 5.3: Increasing diversity of non-linear pressure dependent chemical shift changes
correlates with increased void volume. Total void volumes calculated by ProteinVolume (5)
for each proteins are presented on the x-axis; the y-axis plots the standard deviation of the
non-linear ci parameters for the amide 15N chemical shifts of each protein, typically using data
from 25-125 cross peaks of each protein. The linear regression line (red line, y= –1.564
+0.0194x, omitting lysozyme point) shows a correlation coefficient (r2) of 0.929. The red
dashed line indicates an arbitrary value of approximately 50 (x2x10-10) ppm/bar2 as suggesting
the potential for small molecule binding, as noted in the text. Inset: histograms of each of the
ten proteins showing the distributions of measured 15N ci parameters for the same set of
proteins (as indicated by the same color scheme).
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reflected in the non-linear chemical shift responses as the N’ is progressively populated.
Quantitating the breadth of these distributions by stdev(ci [15N]) and plotting these versus total
void volume showed a linear correlation coefficient (r2) of 0.929, supporting the linkage between
pressure-induced chemical shift nonlinearities to identify cavities. Of note, the proteins with a
stdev(ci [15N]) above 50 (x 2x10-10 ppm/bar2) are all known to bind other proteins or small
molecules, suggesting an arbitrary value which could be useful to prioritize for ligand-screening.
We note that the primary outlier of the observed linear correlation, hen egg white
lysozyme, is quite thermostable with a Tm of almost 75°C (31), likely hampering its transition into
an excited state under pressure unless its intrinsic stability of its basic folded state is
substantially lowered (e.g. by cooling close to the cold denaturation temperature (32)). In
addition, we cannot rule out potential contributions from lysozyme being an enzyme instead of a
signal transduction component, which may contribute a different ability to adopt alternative
conformations reflected in pressure-induced non-linear chemical shift changes. This remains to
be seen in future studies.
5.4.2 Use of pressure NMR to reveal ligand binding mode of action – Well-defined cases:
Our correlation between increased heterogeneity of pressure-induced chemical shift
changes and void size makes a strong prediction that this route should provide a rapid way to
assess ligand binding: ligands which bind within the protein and reduce total void volume should
decrease the stdev(ci) value of spectra recorded on the receptor. To test this prediction, we
evaluated how ligand binding affects the PAS-B domains of the human HIF-2a and ARNT
proteins, both of which are involved in the human hypoxia response (33) and contain internal
cavities known to bind artificial small molecule ligands (1, 3, 6).
Prior studies of the HIF-2a PAS-B domain by our group and others (1, 6, 34, 35) have
shown that it contains a single internal water-filled 290 Å3 cavity with no obvious access to
external solvent. However, a variety of screening efforts – from NMR-based fragment binding
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screens to high throughput screens of HIF-2a ARNT disruption (1, 2, 6, 35) or protein stability
(35) – have identified a wide range of small molecules which bind into this cavity with nano- to
micromolar affinities. High-resolution X-ray structures of these complexes show that the ligands
displace water and reduce HIF-2a activity by impacting HIF-2a ARNT interactions (36-38). To

Fig 5.4: High pressure NMR can provide mode-of-action information on ligand binding,
even in the absence of structural information. (Left panel) A. Three-dimensional ribbon
diagrams of HIF-2a PAS-B in its apo (PDB: 3f1p) and holo forms (complexed with 2, PDB:
4ghi), highlighting the location of an internal cavity for ligand binding. Chemical structures of
two high-affinity inhibitors, 2 and 37 (1, 2) are also shown. B. Three-dimensional ribbon
diagram of ARNT PAS-B (PDB: 3f1p) highlighting the location of an internal cavities, along
with the structures of two moderate affinity binders, KG-548 and KG-655 . No structural
details are available for the bound form. (Central panel) Histograms of the 15N ci coefficients
measured on apo- and holo forms of HIF-2a and ARNT PAS-B domains using the approach
diagrammed in Fig. 2. (Right panel) Comparisons of the stdev(ci [15N]) values of HIF-2a and
ARNT PAS-B apo and ligand-bound samples, showing substantial effects as cavities are
occupied by water (apo forms), small molecule ligands or protein sidechains.
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accommodate these binding events within a solvent-inaccessible cavity, the HIF-2a PAS-B
protein must dynamically fluctuate to allow for a conformation which allows the entry of small
molecules into the interior (39). Our pressure NMR analysis confirmed this hypothesis, showing
a very broad distribution of ci (15N) responses with a correspondingly large stdev(ci [15N]) of 85 x
(2x10-10 ppm/bar2) (Figs. 5.4A and S7). We anticipated that repeating these measurements in
the presence of two nanomolar-affinity compounds (2 (1) and 37 (2)) would show smaller nonlinear chemical shift changes than the apo protein given the smaller total void volume and
expected reduced flexibility of the protein/ligand complexes. Our data supported this, as we
observed decreases in stdev(ci [15N]) from 85 x (2x10-10 ppm/bar2) for the apo protein to 64 (2bound) and 53 (37-bound) x (2x10-10 ppm/bar2), respectively. Notably, these decreases do not
solely correlate with loss of void volume in some cases: measurements conducted on HIF-2a
D1, a computationally-repacked variant with five point mutations which reduce the cavity volume
to 77 Å3 (40) while retaining function, shows an increase in stdev(ci [15N]) up to 131 x (2x10-10
ppm/bar2) (Fig. 5.4A). We speculate that differences between some aspect of this engineered
protein, perhaps in the dynamics or thermodynamic stability, and natural proteins contribute to
non-linear responses to pressure.
We used the same approach with the ARNT PAS-B domain, which has the same tertiary
structure as HIF-2a PAS-B but contains smaller internal cavities which total 150 Å3 in volume.
We have previously used NMR-based fragment screening, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
and microscale thermophoresis (MST) to identify several compounds which bind ARNT PAS-B
with micromolar affinities; two of these, KG-548 and KG-655, are further known to disrupt ARNT
PAS-B interactions with coactivator proteins (3). However, the binding modes of these
compounds remain unclear without co-complex structures solved by NMR or X-ray
crystallography. By acquiring pressure NMR data, we confirmed that ARNT PAS-B retains a
flexibly-accessible interior cavity with a stdev(ci [15N]) of 84 x (2x10-10 ppm/bar2) (Figs. 5.4B and
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S8). Repeating these in the presence of the KG-655 ligand, we observed a drop of stdev(ci
[15N]) to 51 x (2x10-10 ppm/bar2), consistent with an interior binding location for this small ligand.
However, similar studies with the larger KG-548 ligand show a stdev(ci [15N]) comparable to the
apo protein, with an observed value of 96 x (2x10-10 ppm/bar2) that suggest that this compound
binds in a different mode than KG-655, potentially outside the cavity.
5.4.3 Use of pressure NMR to reveal ligand binding – Poorly-defined cases
As a next demonstration of this approach, we examined its utility for PAS domains
outside the hypoxia response and with less well understood regulation. We considered two
such targets, the first of which is the N-terminal PAS domain of human PAS kinase (PASK PASA), a PAS domain-regulated serine/threonine kinase conserved among eukaryotes (4, 41). This
domain has a canonical PAS structure, with a five-stranded b-sheet flanked to one side by
several a helices (27, 42). While only a small surface groove of 73 Å3 could be identified near
the F/G loop in the representative member of the solution structure ensemble, an NMR-based
fragment screen of 750 compounds identified several small molecules that bound with
micromolar affinity to PASK PAS-A (4). Chemical shift perturbations suggest that these
compounds bind within the domain interior, analogous to the subsequently-discovered HIF-2a
and ARNT PAS-B binding compounds, but the lack of a PASK PAS-A/ligand complex structure
leaves this as an open issue. To address this, we used high-pressure NMR to examine the
response of PASK PAS-A in its apo form and when saturated with two compounds with KD=1324 µM affinities (KG-535, KG-571 = compounds 1 and 2 in (4)). For the apo- protein, we
observed a stdev(ci [15N]) of 45 x (2x10-10 ppm/bar2); from the correlation identified in our test set
(Fig. 5.3), this value predicts that PASK PAS-A contains a total void volume slightly smaller than
the 3345 Å3 calculated from the representative member of the solution structure ensemble (Figs.
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Fig 5.5: High pressure NMR can provide ligand binding information, even in the
absence of structural information. (Left panel) A. Three-dimensional structure of PASK
PAS-A (PDB: 1LL8) and structures of two binding compounds, KG-535 and KG-571 (4). No
high-resolution structures of proteiFig. 5.6: High pressure NMR of a highly thermostable,
cavity-containing designed protein gives smaller non-linear pressure dependent chemical shift
changes than anticipated from void volume.igand-detected NMR screening, 15 and 47.
(Central panel) Histograms of the 15N ci coefficients measured on apo- and holo forms of
PASK and RE137 PAS domains using the approach diagrammed in Fig. B. (Right panel)
Comparisons of the stdev(ci [15N]) values of PASK and RE137 apo- and ligand-bound
samples.
5.5A and S9). Upon addition of the KG-535 and KG-571 ligands, we observed smaller stdev(ci
[15N]) values for both ligand-bound forms (35 and 28 x (2x10-10 ppm/bar2) for the KG-535 and
KG-571-bound forms, respectively; Fig. 5.5A). These data suggest that both compounds bind
within the void volume of PASK PAS-A, with KG-571 having a greater effect on the domain
adopting alternative folded conformations.
We completed our analyses of natural proteins by examining a prokaryotic PAS domain
from a novel histidine kinase from Rhizobium etli (43), chosen because of a). homology with the
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light-regulated PAS-histidine kinase EL346 (44, 45) and b). the widespread usage of small
molecule ligands to control the structure and function of PAS-containing proteins (including
many histidine kinases (28)). While no experimental structures are available of this domain,
which we designate RE137, we hypothesized that the structure may contain a cavity that can
accommodate a small molecule given precedence from other PAS domains (28). Pressure
NMR analyses of the apo protein support this possibility, returning a stdev(ci [15N]) value of 53 x
(2x10-10 ppm/bar2) (Figs. 5B and S7), suggesting the presence of a 2800 Å3 total void volume
from the correlation seen in Fig. 5.3. To provide an initial assessment of small molecule
binding, we used an R2-filtered 19F NMR assay to search for binders of RE137 within a 100member library of fluorinated compounds (46). For this study, we used two of those compounds
15 and 47; pressure analyses of RE137 saturated with each compound exhibited decreases of
43 and 39% with stdev(ci [15N]) values of 30 and 32 x (2x10-10 ppm/bar2) for the 15- and 47bound forms, respectively. We interpret these data to indicate that RE137 can bind both
compounds in such a way as to reduce the total void volume of the protein.
5.4.4 Use of pressure NMR to probe artificially-designed proteins
As a final demonstration of the utility of this method, we examined its utility in
investigating the flexibility of an artificially-designed protein, CA01 (47). With advances in
protein engineering enabling the development of artificial ligand-binding biosensor proteins (48),
we sought to probe whether a protein such as CA01 – which contains a completely-enclosed 75
Å3 cavity within approximately 3500 Å3 of total void volume – might show similar pressuredependent non-linear chemical shift changes as natively-evolved counterparts. From our
correlation in Fig. 3 we expected to see a stdev(ci [15N]) value of approximately 75 (2x10-10
ppm/bar2) from a natural protein with void volume of this size, but we instead observed a
substantially smaller value of 38 x (2x10-10 ppm/bar2) (Fig. 6). As CA01 is extremely stable to
thermal and chemical denaturation, requiring 5 M guanidinium hydrochloride to exhibit a
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Fig 5.6: High pressure NMR of a highly thermostable, cavity-containing designed
protein gives smaller non-linear pressure dependent chemical shift changes than
anticipated. Fig. S1: PAS domain of R.etli PAS-HKs is dimeric in solution.f CA01 (PDB:
5E6G), highlighting the location of a 75 Å3 internal cavity within a total void volume of 3500
Å3. (Right panel) Histogram of the 15N ci coefficients measured on CA01 (aqua) and 22 apo
proFig. S2: 2D 1H/15N HSQC reveals temperature dependence of RE137 Fig. 2. Bar on right
indicates stdev(ci [15N]) measured for CA01 (aqua) and 22 apo proteins (grey), along with the
value predicted for CA01 from the correlation in Fig 3.
complete thermal melt with a 75°C Tm (47), we view this observation supports our prior findings
with lysozyme suggesting thermostable proteins being less able to adopt alternative
conformations (Fig. 5.3).

5.5 Discussion
In the present work, we successfully used non-linear pressure-induced chemical shift
effects at backbone amide 1H and 15N nuclei to rapidly assess whether proteins contain
substantial total void volumes within them and if these can bind small molecule ligands. A
particular strength of our implementation is its simplicity, as 1). the necessary U-15N labeled
samples are routinely available from E. coli or in vitro expression systems, 2). the NMR data
needed are easily obtained from conventional 1H/15N HSQC experiments recorded at variable
pressures using commercially-available pressure sources, and 3). straightforward data analyses
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are done by simply tracking peak locations without requiring chemical shift assignments,
eliminating one of the more time-consuming steps of NMR analyses.
Mechanistically, we attribute the non-linear chemical shift changes with increasing
pressure to site-specific conformational changes of the protein from the native folded structural
ensemble (N) to the low-lying excited state ensemble (N’) with smaller volume (17). Our
specific choice of backbone amide 1H and 15N chemical shifts give us complementary views of
these transitions (Fig. S3), as 1H chemical shifts are dominated by hydrogen bonding to these
atoms, while 15N chemical shifts are influenced by a broader set of factors, including changes in
hydrogen bonding (to the both the adjacent 1H and carbonyl CO groups), local backbone
dihedrals and sidechain conformations (49). Of note, non-linear pressure-dependent chemical
shift changes at these sites are much smaller in peptides or intrinsically disordered proteins
(50). Indeed, non-linear pressure-dependent amide 1H and 15N chemical shift changes have
long been recognized as reflecting idiosyncratic differences among proteins (51). Prior work by
one of our groups (K.A.) suggested that this property depends on the density of cavities within
the protein (25); here we both expand the number of proteins examined from that work and
suggest that contributions likely arise from small and large voids distributed throughout the
protein which collectively give rise to the total void volumes calculated by the program
ProteinVolume (5) given the excellent correlation we present in Fig. 5.3. We posit that such an
approach reveals aspects that will be correlated to the ability of proteins to be similarly affected
by allosteric regulators and other ligands, linking these non-linear chemical shift effects to the
potential for small molecule binding and regulation.
In addition to getting information on the total void volume within a given protein, the
strengths of this analysis include the ability to identify ligands which bind to a given target and
(de)stabilize one conformation in a way that may provide allosteric switching. As such, this
provides trivially-accessible mode-of-action information that is often challenging to get otherwise
without resources such as compounds of known binding location for competition studies or
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cavity-filling point mutants. Our comparison of two cavity-perturbing effects for HIF-2a PAS-B –
small molecule binding and cavity-filling redesign – produced opposite effects, with the small
molecules stabilizing the native fold and mutations destabilizing in our pressure NMR analyses.
We underscore that these effects occur despite minor changes in ground state structure among
structures of the apo, ligand-bound and redesigned proteins (1, 6, 40). As such, pressuredependent chemical shift effects give us insight into details of the packing and dynamics of
proteins more simply than most other methods can provide. Finally, our comparison of the
ARNT PAS-B binding compounds KG-548 and KG-655 provide an outstanding example of two
molecules known to bind by NMR chemical shift perturbations, but with limited binding site
information previously available. With high pressure NMR, we predict different binding modes
between the two ligands, with KG-655 binding primarily to an internal site while KG-548 binds
externally.
We emphasize that our approach requires very little preliminary information on the
target, needing neither structures nor site-specific chemical shift assignments, as demonstrated
by the hPASK PAS-A and RE137 cases. In both cases, the stdev(ci [15N]) values of the apo
proteins exceed the value of approximately 50 (2x10-10 ppm/bar2) value we suggest as
indicating potential ligand binding, and in both cases, we were able to quickly identify
compounds which bound to these proteins with micromolar affinities from small libraries using
either protein- or ligand-detected NMR methods. Our high pressure NMR results quickly add
important information, showing that these compounds bind in such a way as to reduce the
flexibility of the receptors, probably through binding internal cavities.
Finally, while our demonstrations have focused on relatively small ~15 kDa ligand
binding domains, we note that several routes can expand the reach of this approach to larger
and more complex systems by reducing spectral complexity. Options include biochemical
approaches to generate proteins with simplified 15N-labeling patterns, as provided by amino-acid
type selective or sortase/intein-based domain-specific techniques, to 1H/15N TROSY or HNCO-
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type pulse sequences which can provide improved resolution. Additional options may be
provided by the improved NMR signal properties of 1H/13C methyl signals for similar pressuresensitive studies, particularly given the placement of these residues near internal cavities.

5.6 Materials and Methods
Proteins were expressed in E. coli with uniform 15N labeling, purified using combination
of Ni(II) affinity and gel filtration chromatography before being exchanged into a barostatic
Tris:phosphate buffer mix which limits pH changes during pressurization (52) and concentrated
to 100-700 µM for NMR spectroscopy. 1H/15N HSQC spectra were acquired at increasing
pressures from 20-2500 bar, interleaving each high pressure spectrum with a low pressure (20
bar) spectrum to confirm that changes in peak locations and intensities were reversible. All
NMR data were processed with NMRFx (One Moon Scientific) (53, 54) and analyzed with
NMRViewJ (One Moon Scientific) (53, 55). After individually processing each spectrum, we
picked peaks and tracked their changes in chemical shifts as a function of pressure. Separately
handling movement in the 1H and 15N dimensions, we fit these trends to a second-order
polynomial equation (Eq. 1, Fig. 2). Protein volume analyses of single isolated cavities utilized
cavfinder (1), while measurements of total void volumes utilized ProteinVolume (5). Additional
detailed procedures are found in the supplementary information in this chapter.
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5.9 Supplementary Information
Protein preparation Human HIF-2 a PAS-B (237-350) (56), Calypte anna HIF-2a
caEPAS1 PAS-B (231-341), Danio rerio HIF- 2a drEPAS1 PAS-B (237-346), human ARNT
PAS-B (356-470) (57), human PASK PAS-A (131-285) (4), GB1 (58) and human HIF-2a PAS-B
Design1 (40) were expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) using 15NH4Cl-containing M9 minimal media
and purified as previously described.
RE137 is an N-terminal 137 aa fragment of the Rhizobium etli histidine kinase RE356
(Uniprot accession ID: Q2KD32, from genome reported in refs. (43, 59)), including a single PAS
domain. Genomic DNA encoding this fragment was cloned into the pHis-Gβ1-parallel
expression vector (60), which was subsequently transformed into E. coli BL21(DE3) cells which
were subsequently grown at 37 °C in M9 minimal media supplemented with 1 g/L 15NH4Cl and
100 μg/mL of ampicillin. Cells were grown to an OD600 of 0.6–0.8 prior to induction with 100 µM
isopropylthiogalactoside (IPTG) at 18°C and harvested 18 hr post induction. The harvested
pellet was suspended in 50 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 100 mM NaCl buffer and sonicated at 4°C. The
supernatant was separated by centrifugation and subjected to Ni-Sepharose affinity purification,
with the pHis-Gβ1-RE137 protein obtained by gradient elution with 5–500 mM imidazole in the
same buffer. Eluted samples were subsequently digested with His6-TEV protease (61)
overnight at 4°C to separate the affinity tag from the RE137 protein. The cleaved protein was
subjected to a second round of Ni2+ affinity chromatography, this time collecting the RE137
protein found in the flow-through fraction. These fractions were concentrated (Amicon Ultra,
Millipore) and subjected to a final purification step via Superdex 75 size exclusion
chromatography in 50 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM DTT buffer. Fractions
corresponding to the dimeric RE137 were concentrated, flash frozen in liquid N2 and stored at 80 °C.
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For the designed protein CA01 (1-114), an overexpression plasmid construct (1) was
transformed into E. coli BL21(DE3) and subsequently grown at 37°C in M9 minimal media
supplemented with 1 g/L 15NH4Cl and 50 μg/mL of ampicillin. Cells were grown until the OD600
reached approximately 0.8 prior to induction with 660 μM of IPTG at 25°C, and harvested after
15 hours of protein expression. The harvested pellet was resuspended in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH
8.0), 300 mM NaCl, 80 mM imidazole buffer and sonicated at 4°C. The supernatant was
separated by centrifugation and subjected to Ni-Sepharose affinity purification to elute the pHisSUMO-CA01 protein with 500 mM imidazole in the same buffer. The purified protein was then
dialyzed overnight into 4L of the same buffer without imidazole, before being cleaved with
SUMO protease (2) overnight at 4°C or 1 hour at room temperature. Post-cleavage, samples
were again applied to the Ni-Sepharose affinity column equilibrated with dialysis buffer and the
flow-through was collected as the final sample and buffer exchanged into a baroresistant buffer
of 35 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 14.7 mM phosphate, 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM DTT (3). The purity of the
protein was assessed via SDS-PAGE electrophoresis.
The human bromodomain (Brd) proteins Brd2-D1 (73-194) (62), Brd2-D2 (344-455) (63),
Brd3-D2 (306-415) (64), Brd4-D1 (42-168) (65), Brd4-D2 (333-460) (63), and PBRM1 (43-154)
(66) plasmid constructs were transformed into E. coli BL21(DE3) and subsequently grown at
37°C in M9 minimal media supplemented with 1 g/L 15NH4Cl and 100 μg/mL of ampicillin. Cells
were grown to an OD600 of ~0.8 prior to induction with 1 mM IPTG at 17°C and harvested 18
hours post induction. The harvested pellet was suspended in 50 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 100 mM
NaCl, 1 mM DTT buffer and sonicated at 4°C. The supernatant was separated by centrifugation
and subjected to Ni-Sepharose affinity purification to elute the pHis-TEV-Brd protein with 500
mM imidazole in the same buffer. Eluted samples were subsequently digested with His6-TEV
protease (9) overnight at 4°C to separate the affinity tag from the protein. The cleaved protein
was subjected to a second round of Ni-Sepharose chromatography, this time collecting the Brd
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protein found in the flow-through fraction. These fractions were concentrated (Amicon Ultra,
Millipore) and subjected to final step of purification via Superdex 75 size exclusion
chromatography in 50 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT buffer. Fractions
corresponding to the Brd protein were concentrated, flash frozen in liquid N2 and stored at 80°C.
His-tagged versions of the rat fatty acid-binding proteins (FABPs), liver type L-FABP (1127) and intestinal type I-FABP (1-133), were purified as previously described (67). Plasmid
constructs were transformed into BL21(AI) cells and subsequently grown at 37°C overnight in
M9 minimal media supplemented with 1 g/L 15NH4Cl. The cells were grown until the OD600
reached approximately 0.8 prior to induction with 2.0% (g/v) L-arabinose (Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO) and harvested after 4 hours of protein expression. The harvested pellet was resuspended in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8), 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM PMSF, 0.5 mg of DNase, 50 µM of
MgSO4, pH 8. The supernatant was separated by centrifugation, and subsequently loaded onto
a 5 mL HiTrap HP Ni column before being washed extensively with buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH
8, 300 mM NaCl, 25 mM imidazole). Bound protein was then treated with TEV protease (1.5 mg
TEV added on column and incubated 24-48 hr at room temperature) to remove the His-tag;
cleaved protein eluted in the unbound fractions. Copurifying lipids were removed for L-FABP by
extraction with n-butanol, using three extractions against 1/3 volumes of n-butanol (15’ apiece,
retaining aqueous protein-containing phase); for I-FABP, lipids were removed by 3 hr incubation
with pre-swelled HAP-Dextran at 37 °C and eluted with buffer (67). Post-extraction, protein
samples were concentrated and buffer-exchanged by centrifugal filtration; removal of lipids was
confirmed by comparing 1H-15N HSQC spectra to previously-published spectra reference
spectra (68).
For all proteins, concentration was estimated using the theoretical extinction coefficient
based on amino acid sequence and calculated by ProtParam (ExPASy) (69). All samples used
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for subsequent analyses were > 95% pure as determined by SDS-PAGE and MALDI-TOF mass
spectrometry.
NMR data acquisition: All NMR experiments were carried out on Bruker Avance III HD
NMR spectrometers at 700 and 800 MHz equipped with 5-mm inverse TCI cryoprobes, pulsedfield Z (700 MHz) or XYZ (800 MHz) gradients, and Topspin 3.5 software (Karlsruhe, Germany).
Pressure NMR experiments were conducted with 100-700 µM protein in a baroresistant buffer
containing a pair of buffer compounds (14.7 mM Tris pH 7.4, 35 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.4,
20 mM NaCl, and 20% D2O) to limit pressure-induced pH changes (52). For protein/ligand
complexes, a 1.1 molar equivalent of the selected small molecule was added and incubated at
298 K for at least 30 min before data acquisition.
Samples were transferred to a zirconia tube of 3/5 mm inner/outer diameter connected
to a syringe pump (Xtreme 60 pump, Daedalus Innovations LLC, Aston, PA). A layer of mineral
oil (270

L) was added to separate the sample from the hydrostatic pressure. Sensitivity-

enhanced 1H/15N HSQC experiments were acquired at 298 K using spectral widths of 40 and 16
ppm in the t1 (15N) and t2 (1H) dimensions, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2, spectra were
acquired with pressure steps between 20-2500 bar, interleaving experiments at high pressure
and 20 bar to establish reversibility and allowing 10 min between pressure changes before
acquiring data.
NMR data analysis – high pressure titration: All NMR data were processed with NMRFx
(One Moon Scientific) (53, 54) and analyzed with NMRViewJ (One Moon Scientific) (53, 55).
After individually processing each 2D 1H/15N HSQC spectrum, we picked peaks and tracked
their changes in chemical shift as a function of pressure. Separately handling movements in the
1

H and 15N dimensions, we fit these trends to the following second-order polynomial equation

(21):
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δ! = a! + b! p + c! p"

(S1)

where p is the pressure (bar), di is the chemical shift for the ith residue, ai is the chemical shift at
20 bar, and bi and ci are the coefficients for the linear and non-linear effects of pressure on
chemical shift.
Residue-specific bi and ci values for seven reference proteins in Fig. 3 (BPTI, GB1,
lysozyme, RalFree, HPr, BlgB, and RalComplex) were generously provided by Prof. Kazuyuki
Akasaka (21, 25).
Volume calculations Two types of volumes were calculated for various proteins: the
volume of specific, single cavities within a protein (“cavity volume”) and the volume summing all
voids distributed throughout a structure (“total void volume”).
For cavity volume calculations, we utilized cavfinder (1), an in-house Python script which
uses a grid-based search approach to identify internal cavities and quantitate their volumes.
Reported cavity volumes correspond to the volume of the largest single cavity within a protein.
For total void volume calculations, we used ProteinVolume (5), which calculates the sum
of all voids, cavities and packing defects within a protein by calculating the difference in volume
between the solvent-excluded geometric volume (calculated with a Lee-Richards rolling sphere
approach) and the van der Waals volume (calculated from the volume of all amino acids in the
sequence). While this approach does not identify spatial locations of such voids, the “total void
volume” represents their collective contribution throughout the protein as a whole. For each
calculation, the energy minimization function was activated. A starting (ending) probe size of
0.08 (0.02) Å3, with a surface minimum distance of 0.1 Å3 were selected. The list of void volume
determination for each protein in Fig. 3 are (PDB entries): HIF-2

PAS-B (3f1p, chain A), ARNT

PAS-B (3f1p, chain B), PASK (1ll8), GB1 (2gb1), BPTI (5pti), blgb (1cj5), lysozyme (1e8l), HPr
(1qr5), RalFree (1lxd), RalComplex (1lfd).
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NMR based fragment screening – RE137: To identify small molecule binders of the
RE137 PAS domain, we screened a small library composed of 58 fluorinated members of the
Prestwick library. These compounds were assembled into 5 mixtures of 11-12 compounds for
an initial screen, grouping compounds with non-overlapping 19F NMR signals to facilitate ligandbased screening approaches. For a screen, each mixture (containing 100 µM of each ligand;
total of 1.2% DMSO-d6 working concentration) had 20 µM RE137 added, followed by 1D 19F R2
filter screens. Hits were verified by assembling 1:1 mixtures of individual compounds with U-15N
RE137 (40 µM each) and acquiring both ligand- and protein-detected spectra (1D 19F R2 filter,
SF 1H/15N HSQC).

32.6 kDa

Dimer

16.3 kDa

Monomer

Fig S1: PAS domain of R.etli PAS-HKs is dimeric in solution. SEC-MALS measurements
show dimeric PAS domain of RE137 (1-137 PAS domain construct) with traces matching with
. mass of 32.6 kDa. The elution peaks (black trace) is consistent with the expected volumes.
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Fig S2: 2D 1H/15N HSQC reveals temperature dependence of RE137. Overlay of
temperature gradient 1H/15N HSQC spectra shows well dispersed peaks with linear chemical
shift changes. The spectra measured at variable temperature are color coded representing
25ºC in green, 30ºC in magenta, 35ºC in red and 40ºC in black.
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Fig S3: 19F NMR fragment screening on RE 137.

Fig S4: Distribution of the linear and non-linear coefficients of pressure-dependent
chemical shift changes for 42 proteins and protein/ligand complexes, summarizing
information from over 3400 amide trajectories. Each point represents the mean of the
absolute value for each listed parameter, including data for all residues within a given protein.
Parameters represented are the linear |bi| component for the amide 1H (orange) and 15N (red)
nuclei, along with the nonlinear |ci| components for the amide 1H (cyan) and 15N (green) nuclei.
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The mean and standard deviation of these values are identified by black lines, and are reported
underneath as mean ± s.d.

List of proteins included in the analysis
A total of 42 proteins / protein-ligand complexes were used for these analyses; a
complete list is provided with the manuscript itself.
PAS domains, chiefly includes PAS-B domains from the human HIF-2 (HIF-2a/ARNT)
complex, with several variants bound to small molecule inhibitors (bold) or containing point
mutations. Two HIF-2a PAS-B homologs from non-human vertebrates were also tested,
caEPAS1 (Calypte anna EPAS1 [= hummingbird HIF-2a]), and drEPAS1 (Danio rerio EPAS1 [=
zebrafish HIF-2a]). Other PAS domains were obtained from human PAS kinase (hPASK), the
bacterial R. etli histidine kinase described above, and the E. litoralis EL222 transcription factor.
FABPs/Bromodomains/Engineered, includes a mix of liver and intestinal fatty acid
binding proteins (L- and I-FABP, respectively) on their own and bound to oleate; six
bromodomains, including one tested as an apo- protein and bound to the MS417 inhibitor; and
the Rosetta-designed CA01 artificial helical bundle.
Akasaka standards, with * indicating datasets provided by K. Akasaka from analyses
previously reported in cited publications. Note that the first entry (GB1 apo) was independently
expressed and analyzed for comparisons between laboratories.
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Fig S5: Correlation between different representations of the diversity of nonlinear
pressure-dependent chemical shift coefficients (ci) for backbone amides. Graphs show
correlations between the standard deviation of ci values (stdev(ci), x-axes) and means of the
absolute values of ci values (y-axes, as previously established by ref. (25)), using separate
analyses for 1H (panel A) and 15N (panel B). Each point summarizes the individual residuespecific values for the proteins listed in Fig. S1. Both 1H and 15N analyses show excellent
correlations between the two types of analyses, with correlation coefficients for linear regression
fits (r2) of 0.897 and 0.902 for the amide proton and nitrogen, respectively.

Fig S6: Correlation between the diversity of nonlinear pressure-dependent chemical shift
coefficients (ci) for backbone amide 1H and 15N sites. Plot showing the stdev(ci) values for
1
H versus 15N, with a correlation coefficient for the linear regression fit (r2) of 0.820. Each point
summarizes the individual residue-specific values for the proteins listed in Fig. S4.
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Fig S7: Spectra showing the ligand binding and pressure dependence of HIF-2a PAS-B in
apo- and ligand-bound forms. (top left) Overlay of 1H/15N-HSQC spectra of HIF-2a PAS-B in
the apo- (black), 2-bound (red) and 37-bound (cyan) forms at 1 atm (1.01 bar). (other panels)
Overlays of 1H/15N-HSQC spectra acquired under increasing pressure from 20-2500 bar (red-toblue) of HIF-2a PAS-B apo- (top right), 2-bound (bottom left) and 37-bound (bottom right) forms.
Selected trajectories are indicated by arrows to show direction of pressure-induced chemical
shift changes. All samples contained 280 µM HIF-2a PAS-B protein, with 310 µM compounds
added when indicated.
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Fig S8: Spectra showing the ligand binding and pressure dependence of ARNT PAS-B in
apo- and ligand-bound forms. (top left) Overlay of 1H/15N-HSQC spectra of ARNT PAS-B in
its apo- (black), KG-548-bound (red) and KG-655-bound (cyan) forms. (other panels) Overlays
of 1H/15N-HSQC spectra acquired under increasing pressure from 20-2500 bar (red-to-blue) of
ARNT PAS-B apo- (top right), KG-548-bound (bottom left) and KG-655-bound (bottom right)
forms. Selected trajectories are indicated by arrows to show direction of pressure-induced
chemical shift changes. Samples contained either 250 µM ARNT PAS-B protein, 300 µM ARNT
PAS-B with 300 µM KG-548, or 250 µM ARNT PAS-B with 250 µM KG-655.
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Fig S9: Spectra showing the ligand binding and pressure dependence of PASK PAS-A in
apo- and ligand-bound forms. (top left) Overlay of 1H/15N-HSQC spectra of PASK PAS-A in its
apo- (black), KG-571-bound (red) and KG-535-bound (cyan) forms. (other panels) Overlays of
1
H/15N-HSQC spectra acquired under increasing pressure from 20-2500 bar (red-to-blue) of
PASK PAS-A apo (top right), KG-571-bound (bottom left) and KG-535-bound (bottom right)
forms. Selected trajectories are indicated by arrows to show direction of pressure-induced
chemical shift changes. All samples contained 675 µM hPASK PAS-A protein, with 1 mM
compounds added when indicated.
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Fig S10: Spectra showing the ligand binding and pressure dependence of RE137 in apoand ligand-bound forms. (top left) Overlay of 1H/15N-HSQC spectra of RE137 in its apo
(black), 15-bound (red) and 47-bound (cyan) forms. (other panels) Overlays of 1H/15N-HSQC
spectra acquired under increasing pressure from 20-2500 bar (red-to-blue) of RE137 apo (top
right), and with 15-bound (bottom left) and 47-bound (bottom right) forms. Selected trajectories
are indicated by arrows to show direction of pressure-induced chemical shift changes. All
samples contained 195 µM RE137 protein, with 1220 µM compounds added when indicated.
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6.1 Determining the role of Jα
Helical linkers flanking either side of LOV domains play a recurrent role in signal
transmission and architecture of these proteins, often connecting these photosensors to
functional domains. EL222 contains a C-terminal Jα helix, which has perhaps been best
characterized in plant phototropin systems, where it occludes β-sheet of LOV2 in dark and is
involved in kinase activation as the LOV-helix interactions are released in response to light (1,
2). This effector release model is well established in truncated AsLOV2 ((3-9)), leading to its
incorporation in many optogenetic tools. Other Jα helices have been shown to play a role in
transmitting the signal through coiled-coiled arrangements, e.g. connecting the LOV to HK as in
YtvA (10-12), suggesting its use in light-driven changes in preformed dimers.
Unlike in these systems, the Jα helix in ΕL222 has been suggested to adopt a more passive
“linking” role connecting the LOV domain to HTH (13). Our work revealed interesting structural
details of this segment in light and DNA bound states, coupled with functional assays supporting
the idea that it plays no direct role in signaling as the mutations of Jα had no impact on function.
However, the local HDX uptake patterns showed that Jα adopts alternative conformation in light,
akin to what is observed in the neighboring HTH helices, suggesting that Jα dynamics are
somehow linked to changes adopted by the HTH as the latter is released from LOV domain in
response to light. To facilitate such dynamics, we hypothesize that the Jα helix adopts springlike motion where the length facilitates such flexible dynamics (Fig 6.1). We speculate that the
most important aspect of the Jα helix might be its length, rather than its specific sequence per
se. This raises the intriguing question: What might happen if the length of Jα is altered? A
shorter Jα helix would clearly be inconsistent with the LOV/HTH interdomain arrangement seen
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in the dark, likely leading to a constitutively active protein. However, what might happen if the
length is longer? Perhaps this might force HTH to dissociate in dark and shorter might impact
both dark and DNA bound domain arrangements. Future studies in this direction will help
elucidate the role of Jα in signaling and build newer tools of EL222.

EL222

Light

Dark

+hν

LOV

-hν

Jα

folded

Flexible

HTH
Fig 6.1: EL222 dark state crystal structure with Jα
highlighted with insert showing the Jα dynamics.

6.2. Establish protein-DNA interactions using 3a mutations.
As part of this study, we modeled the structure of dimer-DNA complex by integrating
structural and functional information into our HADDOCK modeling. Although the protein-protein
interfaces were validated using the yeast transcriptional reporter assay of various point
mutations, the protein-DNA interactions were simply modeled based on the 1). DISPLAR
predictions of DNA-interacting residues on the protein and 2). Experimental evidence of the
importance of specific residues in the DNA half sites as studied with in vitro DNA binding assays
(14). To strengthen the model, it is important to validate the modeled interactions of proteinDNA interface. This can be achieved by mutating the 3α residues at the interface from the
model and testing them with functional assays.
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6.3 Insights into fine tuning and building better and newer tools.
Our study provides detailed structural and mechanistic insights into the interactions and
dynamics of EL222 in dark, light, and DNA-bound state. The evidence of a heterogenous
distribution of flavin-free and flavin-bound EL222 molecules in DNA-binding complexes in the
dark led to further characterization of apo state and understanding a potential source of noise
for EL222 and its derived optogenetic tools (15). This can be addressed by fine tuning EL222
optogenetic tools to enhance the signal by stabilizing the dimer-DNA complex or cutting down
the noise by stabilizing the cavity dynamics and/ or dark state interface. To stabilize the DNA
complex, interactions from the dimer-DNA model or LOV/HTH interactions can be explored by
mutagenesis to identify charge swap or other second site-type mutations. Similar approaches
can also be implemented to identify mutations that stabilize the cavity dynamics to increase the
affinity of FMN binding or mutants that stabilize the dark inactive form.

6.4 Applicability to engineered chemosensory systems
As a parallel to the EL222-photosensory system, a new chemosensory system might
possibly be built by pairing the R. etli PAS sensor module detailed in Chapter 5 with the HTH
effector domain of EL222. Our work informs on important structural and mechanistic details of
HTH dimerization and interface rearrangements in dark and DNA bound states of EL222. In
addition, we have identified low affinity PAS-binding small molecules with 1D 19F and
R2(CPMG)-filter NMR and confirmed by high pressure NMR. While next steps are challenging –
particularly to improve compound affinity and confirm that binding triggers conformational
changes (e.g. serving as an agonist or inverse agonist, not as an antagonist) – we can imagine
that this effort may successfully identify such a compound. From there, the PAS/HTH interfaces
(A’α and 4α) dynamics should be tested in the model building process along with varying the
length of the Jα helix. Aspects of this would likely be facilitated also by coupling rational site152

directed mutagenesis and design to information-blind techniques, such as coupling random
mutagenesis to selection experiments perhaps using the yeast transcriptional reporter system
detailed in Chapter 3. Once such a build is complete, such a chemosensor system should
function similarly to the widely-used TetR transcription control system, where the “off” system
will bind to DNA and addition of the trigger releases the protein from DNA folding into its inactive
conformation.
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